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FOREWORD

The concept to use satellite solar power stations as energy

! sources for earth application was proposed by Dr. Peter Glaser of Arthur

; D. Little, Incorporated, in 1968. A feasibility study of the concept,

with simultaneous identification of key issues, was sponsored by the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in 1972. Additional

J studies are currently in progress under joint sponsorship of NASA and the

I Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA).

As part of the concept assessment, NASA in May of 1974

requested the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) to initiate development of a

data base for candidate future terrestrial power systems in order to

evaluate the proposed satellite power systems. The terrestrial power

plant types included likely fossil and nuclear energy systems and solar i

energy systems which would be available around the year 2000. Data devel-

opment includea system performance, operations, cost and impact. NASA

also requested JPL to conduct an initial comparison of the earth-based and

space-based energy configurations, employing the terrestrial power system i

' data developed at JPL and the orbital power system data being developed
t

concurrently bg"the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and the Johnson

t Space Center (JSC).

' This report summarizes the work performed by JPL to provide

a data base for candidate future terrestrial power systems and presents

: a preliminary comparison of these systems with a satellite photovoltalc

power system.

This study was sponsored by the NASA Office of Energy Programs?

4 and was performed under the technical direction of Mr. Simon V. Manson

of the Solar Energy Division.
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SECTION I

• EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

\

q'

: In this report orbital solar power plants, which beam power

to earth by microwave, are compared with ground-based solar I and conven-

tional baseload power plants. Candidate systems were identified for

three types of plants and the selected plant design_ were then compared

on the basis of economic and social costs. The representative types of
plants selected for the comparison are:

1) Cl_ventional

• Light water nuclear reactor

• • Turbines using low B_ gas from coal

2) Grc d Solar

• _entral receiver with ste_ turbo-electrlc con-

version and thermal storage

• Silicon photovoltalc power plant without tracking

and including colar concentration and redox bat-

tery storage

3) Orbltal Solar (Satelllte Power System)

@ Silicon photovoltalcs

Table i-i shows the estimates of the capital costs of these

plants assuming a year 2000 plant startup, but using 1975 dollars. As

may be seen, the capital cost of the orbital photovoltalc plant (estl-

mated at 5600 $/kWe of rated power) is approxlmately the same as for the

i around solar photovoltalc _th fossil backup. _e costs of both of these

systems are about two and one-half to five times the anticipated future

costs of conventional plants. _e ground solar thermal plant with fossil

backup is a_ut one third less capital intensive as the Satellite Power

Syoe_ (sPa).

1A base load plant is considered to have an annual load factor of at
lea#t 0.7. Extra mar$in is evaluated to maintain grid reliability.

1-1
I
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The levelized 2 bus-bar energy cost of the SPS plant (orbital

pPotovoltalc) is estimated to be 118 mills/kWch. This assumes a 4 mll

thick solar cell design, and does not include the cost of the payback of

the SPS development cost. The energy cost of the SPS at the reference

design point is about the same as the ground solar ohotovoltaic plant,

but is more than 70% greater than that of conventional plants and 30%

._ greater than ground solar thermal with fossil backup.

If all the best and all the worst estimates of performance

and cOSt are conbined, the SPS energy cost would vary from about 40 to _"

over 400 mills/_ _h as :,hown in Fig,_re i-I. This figure illustrates the
,¢

wide range of uncertainty associated with an energy system which is at

the conceptual stage of development. The ground photovoltalc cost range

: is from 74 to 210 mills/kWeh. The expected cost ranges of the coal, nuclear

and ground solar thermal power plants are similar in the year 2000 time

frame although the energy cost of the coal plant has the smallest uncer-

tainty range.

Total energy costs, including the cost of transmission and

: distribution, were also determined for etch approach. The probable trans-

mission distances between the plant and load centers were identified for

use some time after the year 2000. Overhead ac lines were assumed

for distances up to 300 miles, and overhead dc lines were specified for

• distances greater than 300 miles. The costs of long distance transmis-

sion and distribution within the load center were added to the power

plant cost of electricity to achieve the system or total cost of electri-

city. The total energy costs were only about 20% greater than the power

plant bus-bar costs. The relative costs among the various plant_ remained

constant even though the transmission distance varied by a factor of 7

among the different types of plants (300 miles for Cc-1 and 2000 miles

for ground solar).

Although the plants selected for comparison are all ba_eload

central electric plants, there art Breat differences among thins. Theee
[

differences result in significant v•;'atlons in cost uncertalnty. The

] LWRnuclear plant ia an existing e_e_:cial plant, but face5 strong and

Zlevelized en,lrgy cost ts approximately the averag_ cost cf ener_,y overthe llfe of the plant. It considers fixed (caplt=1 ;ayh_ck) and variable
(operating) costs and includes cost escalation,

i-4
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broad social resistance which may require significant, costly changes.

There is also resistance to coal plants, although it is not as pro-

nounced at this time. Ground solar thermal plants are in the early stage

of development and have large potential cost uncertainties normal to

this stage in development. Competitive economics for the ground photo-

voltaic power plant are based on attaining the 1985 ERDA goal of $0.50/

We for the photovoltaic modules, and the lower bound is based on
peak

$0.20/Wepeak and improved efficiency. The rest of this system uses

state-of-the-art subsystems with the exception of the advanced Redox _.

battery storage subsystem. The orbital photovoltaic system shares the

uncertainty of the silicon cell costs with the ground photovoltaic plant,
?

but iv addition has many other major subsystem cost and performance

: uncertainties.

The ground solar--fossil hybrid plant ass=_es an annual aver-

age load factor3 of 0.70 for the solar part of the p_ant and 0.864 for

thc total plant. This is attained by locating the plant in the South-

west USA, having about 9 hours solar storage capacity available at the

plant, and providing extra backup capacity (margin) in the form of gassi-

fled coal energy to make the ground solar plant as reliable as conven-

tional plants not subject to the sporadic unavailability of sunlight.

: The backup system increases the capital cost of a ground solar plant by

about 8%. However, the energy costs (S/kWh) are lowered by 7% because

the added energy capability produced by the backup system is less expen-

sive than the energy produced by a solar stand-alone plant.

Although the SPS is considered to have a high annual load

factor (= 0.9), it will also require extra backup capacity Just due to

its large size (5000 MWe). Any plant of this size introduces unrell

abilities into a utility grid, but the magnitude of the needed extra

margin is unknown at this time.

In addition to capital and energy costs, a number of other

areas of concern are compared in this assessment. The other areas con-

sldered are Federal Research, Development and Demonstration (RD&D) costs,

resource utilization, health costs, environmental costs, and "other"

social costs. The utility or consumer costs plus the variety of social

costs taken together represent the "true" total cost of the system.

3Load factor is the actual energy generated/rated energy.

1-6
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• However, summing these costs is difflcult because the data are in differ-

ent currencies; i.e., consumer dollars, Federal tax dol!ars, tons of

steel, BTUs of excess waste heat, deaths, etc.

The Federal RD&D costs to bring a plant concept to commer-

cialization are shown in Table i-i. The SPS is estimated to cost $60 B

(billion dollars). This cost is significantly greater than that of all

the other alternatives which are in the $0.3 to $1.5 B range. The !

government is presently also developing the llquld-metal fast-breeder _ _-
i

reactor (LMFBR). Although it was not selected as the reference nuclear i

_; system, it potentially will be a viable candidate after the year 2000.

RD&D costs for the LMFBR (not shown in Table i-i) are estlmaZed to be

at least $i0 B.

I If RD&D Costs are spread over the first 30 years of commer-
i

clal energy generation, the levellzed energy cost is from 8 to 40 mills/

: kWeh4 for the SPS using a i0% social discount rate. On the same basis

the ground solar and conventional plants would have less than l mill/

kWeh energy charge to pay back the RD&D. Again, the only exception is

the LMFBRwhose RD&D energy charge would be 1 to 7 mills/kWeh.

The estimates for maximum health impacts for the various

types of plants are shown in Table i-i. These are for the fuel cycle,

material acquisition and the construction phases of the plant life.

The health impacts of the SPS are presently unknown, but health impacts

could come from several sources. Occupational health impacts will occur

due to industrial accidents during material acquisition, launch opera-

tions, space construction and operation as well as rectenna construction

and operation. In addition to typlral industrial accidents, there is

the potential that several unique occupational hazards exist with the

SPS due to launch activities, extra vehicular activity in space, SPS

space charge, meterorold strikes, solar flares and other space phenomena,

the natural radiation environment in geosyncLronous orbit, the microwave

i radiation envlronme,,t near the transmitter, and possibly even at the
[

receiver on the ground.

Public health hazards from launch rocket emissions exist

with the SPS. Also the geosynchronous tug and station keeping propellants

4The range of equivalent energy cost to payback the RD&D cost is due to

the range of new plant installation.

1-7
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(ionized particles) could cause additional public hazards. The microwave

beam could cause indirect public health effects due to atmospheric effects,

or direct public health effects near the rectenna. Finally, there is

the potential catastrophic public healtn impact of a launch vehicle or

space station items falling on a populated area.

Of the ground power plants, as may be seen in Table i-i, the

"clean" coal plant has the greatest maximum total health effects of about

200 people days lost (PDL) per MWeyr 5 of energy generated. These are

: derived from a variety of causes such as the occupational health effects

due to mining coal, and the puhlic health effects of SO emissions at
i x

the plant (CO, NO and other pollutants are neglected), the publicx

health hazards at railroad crossings due to collisions with coal trains

and the waste products from mines and power plants.

Ground solar plants have between 3 and 7 PDL/MWeyr due pri-

marily to occupational accidents during construction, and to a lesser

extent to occupational accidents ard illness during material acquisition.

The public health impact of solar stand-alone plants is almost nil, and

what there is, is due to emission from the primary metal fabrication

! plants which make the steel, aluminum, concrete and glass for the plant.

However, the total health impacts increase by about 10% of that of the

reference coal plant where the solar plant is operated as a hybrid using

coal as the backup energy source, and could be as large as 13 PDL/MWeyr.

: The LWR nuclear plant health impacts lie between that of !

ground solar and that of coal plants with a maximum estimated impact of
i

17 PDL/MWeyr. The effects of the catastrophic accidents include only

direct deaths and does not include person days lost due to illness, injury,

genetic effects and property damage as a result of core melt-down. The

possibilities of blackmail, sabotage and material diversion to a weapon

are neglected, as are health effects of long-termwaste disposal and large

accidents at other fuel cycle facilities.

As shown in Table i-i, land use of the SPS is 2800 m2/MWeyr

(for a microwave intensity of 0.1 mw/cm 2 at the outer boundary of the

exclusion area). This is somewhat less than a ground solar thermal

: 5As a reference point, i00 PDL/MWeyr is equivalent to 2.4 hours of indis-

position for each year for the electric energy use by the average person
in society.

,
1-8
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plant (3600 m2/}_eyr) Ind a coal plant (3600 m2/MWeyr). This total 4

includes land used for transmission right-of-way which is greatest

for a ground solar plant based on 1650 mile average transmission link.

The L_n_ is lowest at 800 m2/_eyr while the ground photovoltaic plant is

highest at 5400 m2/_eyr. The L_R land use will increase dramatically

toward the end of the century as current high grade ores are depleted.

Only the timely introduction of the breeder reactor will prevent this

large land consumption for uranium mining. ._he land used at the plant is

almost the same for orbital and ground solar thermal plants (approximately

2200 m2/MWeyr). However, if the Eastern European microwave standard is

used, the SPS plant land use would triple.

The SPS and the ground solar thermal plants have a very favor-

able excess waste heat balance and only add about 0.25 _n_yr thermal energy

per _eyr to the biosphere compared to 1.5 _tyr/_eyr for ground photo-

voltaics, 1. ? _lWtyr/_eyr for coal and 2.0 _tyr/_r_eyr for nuclear.

The SPS will use almost no water except for launch operations

and rectenna maintenance (cleaning) which should be quite small. The

use of dry cooling techniques with ground solar thermal plants will reduce

cooling water requirements to zero, but other plant water requirements

will be about 1 million liter/_eyr. The ground photovoltaic plant will

uae half this amount of water, mainly for collector surface cleaning.
\

The water use of a LWR is significant at 24 million liter/MWeyr when

wet cooling techniques are used, but decreases to 1 to 2Z of this value

if dry cooling towers were introduced.

As shown in Table 1-1, the material required by the SPS is

estimated at 19MT/_r_eyr and manpower is estimated at 6700_/_eyr. The

total material and manpower requi_ements are greatest for the ground

solar thermal plant at 225 tons/_eyr (excluding thermal storage) and

14,400 man hours/_eyr. Glass production must be increased significantly

by the year 2015, and 0.2 million men could be employed in construction

if plants were built at the rate of 10 GWe per year. The coal plant has

the lowest conatrue_ion_a_a_y_t_uirements (6.1 tons/_eyr), while

the L_ ,lant has the lowest manpower requtremen_-l_O_man hours/

_tWeyr). __

1-9
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: Items which could not be quantified for inclusion in Table I-i

. but which may be of considerable concern have been labeled as "other

social costs" and refer to such items having characteristics that are

non-quantitatlve or that are quantitatively known but for which the

effects are poorly understood. An example of the first would be the

des"ee of catastrophe associated with a health effect. There apparently

is greater perceived social cost (impact) if an energy system's health

effects occur all at once in time and location (i.e., nuclear core melt-

down or an orbital launch vehicle falling on a population center), ver- g

sus a more even distribution of health effects (i.e., from coal plants).

An example of a poorly understood but quantitatively known effect would

be the amount of CO2 and particulates which are released from a coal fuel

cycle. The magnitude is known but the global climatic effects are not

well known, nor are the ramifications of these potential climate changes.

A listing of some of these important yet difficult factors

to quantify is presented:

i) The social impacts of sabotage or blackmail perpetrated

against a power plant.

2) The possibility of material diversion to use as a

weapon.

3) The catastrophic nature of accidents.

4) The duration add temporal distribution of an impact.

5) The vulnerability to a military attack either directly

or indirectly.

6) The environmental and health effects of:

a) Excess waste heat.

b) CO2 particulates, and Kr-85.

; c) Acid rain.

i d) Long-term toxic wastes.

e) Microwave beam to earth.

f) Boost vehicles emission throughout the atmosphere

including the magnetosphere.

_\ 1-10
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i

7) Tl,ehealth impacts of noise, i

8) The use of non-renewable rather than renewable or i
l

salvageable resources.

9) Conflicting land use. i

i0) Local disruption due to initial construction and opera-

_ion over plant life.

ii) Connnunicationand radio-astronomy interference due to _-

microwave transmission.

12) Aesthetic impacts.

13) Legal or liability concerns.

In statuary,this comparative assessment is an attempt to

compile in a consistent framework, the available data describing the

economic and social characteristics of a number of central electric base-

load power plants. In the final analysis, choosing the mix of technolo- I

gies for future power production is a social decision and needs broad

input from throughout society so that we have some assurances that the !

system coming on line 1"5to 30 years from now will be socially acceptable.

This report makes an attempt to provide quantifiable data required to

permit these complex decisions to be made.

1-11 i
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SECTION II

INTRODUCTION
-i

A comparison is made of the economic and social characteristicsL

of the Satellite Power System (SPS) with those of conventional and solar

terrestrial power plants. The study assumes that in maklng the compari-

son, the broadest view should be taken of what actually forms the ingre-

dients for social suitability. The concept of total social cost is used

as the basis for the evaluation. The total social cost includes utility

cost of commerclal generation and of electric energy delivery as well as

the consideration of soclal costs involved. These Include areas such

as the Federal RD&D investment to create a commefclal demonstration, the

energy payback requirements, the health effects of the entire series of

activities required to bring on line and operate a pow_¢ plant, environ-

ment impacts, resource consumption and other impacts.

' In conducting this study, no a priori Judgment was made

regarding the social or economic deslrabillty of the SPS; rather, the

study tries to present the economic and social factors of the SPS and

alternate systems as well as they are known today.

The SPS and alternative central power plants were compared

using a consistent assessment framework. All of the systems were evalu- !

ated over the same time period with the same economic ground rules and i
• !

with a consistent set of resource, envlronmental and health impact I

parameters.

The following central electric power systems were selected

for comparison since they may be in _iguificant use in the United States

toward the end of this century and into early next century:

I
(I) Fossil Fueled Systems I

a) A coal system with low BTU gasification and i

combined cycle combustion. I

b) A coal fi_ed system with fluidized bed combustion, t

; 1
Reference Design.
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- c) A coal fired system_rlth a llne scrubber for flue

gas desulfurlzatlon.

These three systems remove the sulfur from the coal

prior to combustion, during combustion and after

combustion, respectively.
/

d) A resldual fuel o11 system (RFO) was included in

the analysls for the sake of completeness,
t

although the appllcatlon of this type of system d,-_

will probably be decreasing in this time frame,

due to the price and relative scarcity of oil.

(2) Nuclear Systems

*
a) The conventlonal llght water reactor (LWR).

b) The light water reactor with plutonium recycle

(LWR-Pu).

c) The liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR).

d) The high temperature gas cooled reactor (HTGR).

(3) Solar Central Power Plan#s

a) A "power tower" syctem (Central Receiver)

(2-axis sun tracking).

b) A parabolic dish collector system witb three

forms of energy transport (steam, chemical and

electrical) (2-axis sun tracking).

c) A parabolic trough system (1-axls sun tracking).

d) A flat plate collector system (non-tracking).

e) A central photovoltaic system (non-tracking).

f) A satellite solar power system using photovoltaic

energy conversion.*

Special emphasis has been given to a reference design for each

major category of central electric plant. The first plant listed above

Reference Design.
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under coal, nuclear and solar is chosen as the reference design, along

with the orbital SPS. The gasified coal, combined cycle plant is chosen

as a reference since it is based on existing component technology and

promises to reduce public health effects at the plant by 2 orders of mag-

nitude compared to uncontrolled current coal plants.

The light water reactor (LWR) was chosen as the nuclear

reference design. Although it is the only commercial design available

at pres_,t, it will be having a fuel (uranlum) depletion problem by the _"
!

year 2000. Even though there is uncertainty, the LWR has the advantage
I

;_ of having the best data base on costs and possible health effects. The

LT_Lwith Pu recycle may offer a small economic advantage but introduced

the difficulty of moving plutonium (Pu), a nuclear weapon materlal,

through society. The high temperature gas reactor (HTGR) is promising

and has several environmental and public health impact advantages over

the LWR. However, it has recently been discontinued from commarclal

development. The breeder reactor (LMFBR) at present has uncertain cost

and environmental and public health impacts. The LWR is felt to be repre-

sentative of nuclear plant cost and hazards, and suitable as the repre-

sentative nuclear design.

The central receiver solar thermal plant is currently under

intensive development as the first generation solar central power plant.

Its cost and general characteristics are felt to be representative of

several approaches. The terrestrial photovo]talc power plant is also

selected as a reference design so there can be a direct comparison with

the SPS. Both these approaches are based on achieving the same low cost

goal for the photovoltaics, but the SPS assumes further developments to

reduce weight and increase efficiency of the photovoltaic modules.

Figure 2-1 gives an overview of the entire assessment pro-

gram. The conventional power plants, ground solar plants and orbital

plants are evaluated on the same basis. For each of the above systems,

the economics have been examined in terms of parameters such as capital

cost (in dollars per kW electrical rated power), and projected bus-bar

cost to the utilities (in mills/kWhr of electrical energy produced).
J

Needless to say, it is quite difficult to precisely estimate what these

economic parameters will be near the end of the century. Uncertainties iJ

include: the projected performance of the power plants, their eventual 1
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commercial costs, and the differential rate of inflation among systems.

Plant costs are then combined with transmlsslon and dlstrlbutJ.on costs

to establish the total utillty costs to the consumer for each central

plant as shown in Figure 2-1.

Each plant type requires RD&D support to reach commerclal

prototype or to complete work to enhance the safety for minimizing pub1,=

impact. The Federal RD&D (Research, Development and Demonstration) funds

have been estimated for each approach. _.

The resource requirements were evaluated for each plant and

included material, land, water and manpower. In addition, _ealth,

environmental and other impact areas were identified for each approach.

In a sense, there is double-bookkeeplng in this approach to total soclal

cost evaluation. The resources were economically accounted for in the

1 cost of the plant, and the social cost of health and other impacts are

I also somewhat accounted for in future plant cost increases. Neverthe-
less, these areas are included as separate areas of concern which qhould

be consldeT_d in a plant-to-plant comparison.

The philosophy followed throughout the study was to attempt

to evaluate the complete energy cycle for these systems; this cycle is

broken down into seven steps. The cycle includes acquisition of mate-

rials necessary to build the plant, the construction of the plant, and

the complete fuel cycle required to operate and maintain the power

plants. The fuel cycle includes extraction of fuel, processing, conver-

slon, transportation, power generation and waste management. This study

has employed existing knowledge found in the literature for the fuel

cycles of the fossil fuel and nuclear power plants. New data have been

developed for the material and equipment acquisition cycle, and for the

construction cycle of solar as well as fossil and nuclear power plants.

The scope of the work has been limited to central electric

energy systems since this initially is the most appropriate for compari-

son to the SPS and since the SPS is such a large (5000NWe) and poten-

tially high load factor (= 0.9) plant The ground solar plants studies

convert solar energy to electricity either by thermal or photovoltaic

_onversion processes. Indirect forms of solar energy, such as wind power,

o_ean thermal and ocean current power, biomase or geothermal, were not !
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considered in order to limit scope so that sufficient attention could be

given to terrestrial uses of direct solar energy, On-slte, total energy

or con_nunity sized solar plants were also not considered, in order to

limit scope. Total energy systems would generate electricity as well as

waste heat to meet a range of user energy needs. There is no inference

that these energy systems which were excluded, due to limited resources,

are not as favorable or even more favorable than the solar s/stems

considered.

Operation of the SP$ at geosynchronous orbit (23,000 miles)
J

was the only location considered. Low earth orbit (LEO) locatlons with

microwave beaming to a geosynchronous orbit for microwave relay to earth

were not considered.

Only silicon photovoltalcs were considered for both the orbi-

tal (SPS) and ground pbotovoltaic plant. Solar thermal conversion and

nuclear energy conversion were not considered in this study for the orbi-

tal power system.

r

All materials used in the SPS are brought up from the earth

(the moon was not considered as a source for SPS materials).

This report is divided into roughly two parts. The first
f

(Sections III, IV and V) develop the projection of power plant utility

and dellvered electrlclty costs by the year 2000 using both terrestrlal

and olbltal central power plants. The second half (Section VI_ develops

information on other social costs such as federal RD&D, resource require-

merits, health impacts, envlr_nmental and other impacts. '

No sttempt is made to indicate that there is an "answer" to

this study. Once social costs other than economic are intreduced into

a study, there can be no single best choice for everyone. Each decision

maker in society must introduce their own set of values in reviewing this

material to determine which energy systems ore more (or less) desirable.

The spirit of this study follows along the lines suggested by

J. Coates of the congressional Office of Technology Assessment: "To be

useful, therefore, a technology assessment must go far beyond conventional

engineeLins _nd cost studies to look at what else may happen in achieving

an immediate goal, to che total range of social costs ..." (Ref. 1).
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SECTION III

ECONOMIC GROUND R VIES

The comparison of utility cost to generate power at the bus-

bar (central plant) or at the consumer in the load center is o_,_of the

primary methods used in this study to evaluate alternative power plants.

• There is a profusion of economic methodologies in use by the utilities, "

government agencies and research groups studying energy. An attempt was _-

made at JPL, sponsored by the low cost photovoltalcs project, to create

,. a methodology which combined several major forces in central power plant
t.

economic methodologies. Reference 2 documents this approach and is thet

result of collaboration of members from ERDA, EPRI, the Aerospace Corpora-

tion and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Preliminary versions of this

economic approach were used in the various analyses during this project,

but for this final report all calculations h_,,ebeen redone using the

complete and flval version.

The economic methodology considers capital, fuel, operation

and maintenance (OHM) costs, as well as taxes, insurances, profit and

mul£1ple sources for raising capital. The methodology considera escala-

tion from 1975 (the year goods and services are priced) to the year of

plant startup in all cost areas (i.e., installed capital, O&M and fuel).

Escalation of cobt is also conslderad during the power plant's operational

lifetime, espec_'.ll) for r_currlng costs such as O&M and fuel. These

operational costs are collapsed to present values as of the year the

plant starts operating and levelized much in the way capital costs are
S,

levellzed. Such an approach more nearly represents the average cost of

energy over the llfe of the plant rather than the first year cost of

energy. This is especlally apprcprlate when comparing different plants

that are capital intensive or are fuel cost intenslve. The rising costs

(in c,_nstant dollars) are considered over the plant life.

Several factors are used to go from direct costs to total

construction costs. The direct cost is for the manufacture of material

and equipment, shipping to the site and labor costs for construction.

To this is added an amotmt .or spares and contingency and indirect costs

for design, construction mana@.ement and special construction facilities.

/
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The factors by which the direct costs must be increased are shown

below.

• Capital Cost Factors

One-of-a-Kind Repetitive i

Spares and Contingency 1.076 1.038

* Indirect 1.20 (for i000 MWe) l.lO

1.30 (for i00 MWc) _"

The above factors are based on Reference 31 the factor for one-of-a-klnd

is used for either conventional plants or conventional subsystems of a

solar plant. The repetitive factor is for those subsystems that are made

up of thousands of slmilar modules such as collectors, certain types of

;: storage, etc. Capital cost factors should be less for these repetitive

'{ subsystems. The total construction cost is the sum of all the direct

costs augmented by the proper capital cost factor. For a 100 MWe plant

the cost is as fellows:

n m

TOTAL CONSTRUZTION = 1.076 x 1.3_Ai + 1.038 x l.l_Bi + C
i=l i=l

r

where

Ai ffidirect capital cost of one-of-a kind subsystem

Bi " direct capital cost of repetitive subsystems

C = construction interest

In simplified and approximate terms, the energy cost is given

by the expression

R

EC = PL8,760 (hi + fl0 + f2M + f3F) mills/kWehr

where

R - capital recovery factor which annualizes the initial

capital outlay

h " factor w.ich includes taxes and insurance '

3-2 ,'_
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I = total construction capital cost, dollars

' 0 = annual operating cost, dollars/yr

M = annual maintenance cost, dollars/yr

F = annual fuel cost, dollars/yr

f = factor which creates a present value of the rising

cost stream due to inflation

P = plant rated power, MWe

L = annual average load factor (generated energy/8760 P)

Appendix A can be referred to for the development of these relationships

and their precise form.

In using this methodology, the year 2000 plant start-up time

is generally used; however, 1975 dollars are used throughout and differ-

ential escalation to the year 2000 is considered. The time frame near

the year 2000 is of interest for this study since this is the estimated

time when a small number of SPSs could be operating. The year 1975

plant start-up is also used for conventional plants so that the results

of this economic methodology may be compared to today's costs using

other approaches.

The specific assumptions used in the economic analysis are

shown in Table 3-1. The installed capital escalation rates are for a

plant without the presence of social resistance to its installation.

The quantities which are the most difficult to evaluate with confidence

are the escalation rates for installed capltal for the coal, nuclear and

solar plants. These rates will be discussed in the followlng section as

each type of power plant is considered.

l

: !
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Table 3-1. Economics Assumptions (Ref. 2)

Factor Value

System Operating Lifetime, years 30

" Annual "Other Taxas" as Fraction of 0.02

Capital Investment

Annual Insurance Premiums as Fraction 0.0025

of Capital Investment

Effective Income Tax Rate 0.40

Ratio of Debt to Total Capitalization 0.50

Ratio of Common Stock to Total 0.40

Capitalization _k

Ratio of Preferred Stock to 0.i0

Total Capitalization

Annual Rate of Return on Debt 0.08

Annual Rate of Return on Common 0.12
Stock

Annual Rate of Return on Preferred 0.08
Stock

Annual Growth Rates, % (Refs. 4,5)

1975-1985 After 1985

General Price Level 5.0 4.2

Labor (Construction) 7.0 6.2

Manufactured Goods 4.3 3.8

O&M (3/4 Labor, 1/4 Goods) 6.3 5.6

Other (Insurance, Taxes, 5.0 4.2

Profit, etc.)

: Installed Capital 6.2 4.8

i

5
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SECTION IV

POWER PLANT ECONOMICS

_ The power plant or bus-bar cost of energy has been

determined for the various power plants identified in Section II. Each

power plant has peculiarities that make it difficult to project the

utility costs to the end of the century. It is almost as difficult to

project the future costs of some existing commercial plants as it is to _-

estimate the mature commercial costs for prototype plants or conceptual

designs. This difficulty arises because the conventional plants identi-

fied as the most likely systems for use as central electric power plants

are based on coal and nuclear fuel, and both of these systems have

experienced extraordinary cost increases over the past decade. The

underlying cause of this inflation seems to be as much a social phenomena

as economic. The uncertainty in predicting future costs is more due to

the uncertainties of projecting social resistance whether through govern-

ment bodies or legal processes instituted by citizens, than of under-

standing labor, material and technical issues (Ref. 6). Consequently,

all the estimates which have been made for power plant capital and energy

cost have uncertainty bands asso.' ted with them.

4.1 CONVENTIONAL PLANT ECONOMICS

After reviewing many alternative fossil and nuclear fueled

central power plants, eight were identified as potentially feasible

systems to provide central electric power by the end of the century

(Ref. 7). Three plants were based on coal; these were: 1) a coal

fueled steam Rankine plant with lime scrubbed flue gas desulfurization,

2) a coal fueled steam Rankine plant with fluidized-bed combustion, and

3) coal conversion to low BTU gas fueling a combined cycle gas turbine

and steam Rankine plant. These three technologies are estimated to

remove 90%, 95% and 99.7% of the sulfur in coal either afterD during or

before coal combustion, respectively. The total construction cost (in

1975 dollars) of a coal plant which comes on-llne in the year 1975 is

estimated to be 450 $/kWe for the stack scrub, 335 $/kWe for the

fluidized bed and 445 $/kWe for the low BTU gasification (Ref. 7). The
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overall conversion efficiency from coal to electricity with wet cooling

towers is estimated to be 37% for each approach (Ref. 7). The plant

efficiency of 37% is used but gas turbine technology improvements

(2200°F tc 3100°F turbine inlet) could increase the combined plant-coal

gasification efficiency to 46%.

The residual fuel oil (RFO) plant was considered but this i

type of plant would be phased out toward the end of this century. Phase i
i

out would occur due to oil depletion and the greater social utility of , em_

oil for transportation needs. I

The coal gasification and combined cycle approach has been i

chosen as being typical of coal based technologies which will be available
l

by the year 2000 and is used in subsequent comparison studies. It was

chosen because it has the minimum public health impacts since it removes (
almost all of the sulfur oxides (SOx) pollutant, and has a capital cost i

within 35% of the least expensive approach. There is currently anl

unknown amount of pollutants from the gasification stage which may have
!

occupational and possibly some public health effects. This is only one

of many uncertainties regarding these power plants.

The four nuclear based technologies selected were: I) the

light-water reactor (LWR) using enriched (2-4% U-235) uranium oxide fuel

in metal cladding processed from sandstone ore. Pressurized or boiling i

water is used to carry the heat from the reactor core, and a steam I

Rankine plant (with 32% conversion efficiency) is used to generate i

electricity. The spent fuel is reprocessed but only uranium is recycled; !
b

2) an LWRwlth plutonium recycle which uses plutonium produced in the !

uranlum-fueled LWR to reduce the need for enriched uranium; 3) a liquid i

metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) which converts U-238 to plutonium

and potentlally can generate all its fuel from the more plentlful U-238

and be completely independent of U-235. Liquid metals are used to carry

the heat from the reactor core to a steam Ranklne plant where it is

converted to electricity (with 39% conversion efficiency); and 4) a high

temperature gas cooled reactor (HTGR) which is an advanced converter

reactor which operates on the uranlum-thorlum fuel cycle (39% conversion

; efficiency). A graphite matrix core is used with a carbide fuel form,

4-9.
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and helium is used to carry the heat from _he reactor core. Early

versions use a steam Rankine plant, while more advanced versions will

use the helium directly in a closed cycle Brayton engine.

i Of these options, the one chosen as representative is the LWR

since it is the one with the best economic and environmental data base•

The LWR is estimated to cost 470 $/kWe total capital cost for a 1975

start-of-operation in 1975 dollars. There are regional differences in

nuclear and coal plant costs that could vary by +P5%. The values quoted

are national averages. However, the LMFBR or some other breeder will

have to be developed if we are to use nuclear power without quickly

depleting the uranium resource (Ref. 8). LMFBR economic characteristics

are poorly understood and mature cost estimates vary from little more than

the LWR system cost to 2000 $/kWe (Ref. 9). The Clinch River demonstra-

tion plant is estimated to cost at least 6000 $/kWe ($2 billion for a

350MWe plant) (Ref. 9). The first full scale connnercial LMFBR is

expected in the 1990s.

The HTGR program has had a recent setback when the only

commercial supplier (Gulf Atomic) decided not to continue introducing

this new technology at the present time. Their decision appears to be

due to the economic risks that are involved. The Energy Research and

Development Administration (ERDA), however, has shown some interest in

exploring posslble underwriting of early HTGR plants.

The major uncertalnt_, in the economic performance of a

nuclear and to a lesser extent, a coal plant, is the future projection

of installed capltal and fuel costs. The hlstorlcal (1960 to present)

cost escalatlon for nuclear plants has been about 10% more than general

inflatlon (Ref. 6). Escalatlons in nuclear capital costs have been in

the 16 to 20% per year range since the early 60s while general inflation

has averaged 6 to 8% (Ref. 3). The nuclear industry has conslstently

underestimated the cost when ordering a new plant. Actual covts in con-

stant dollars after construction have been about three times greater

than estimated (Ref. 6). The reasons for these trends are varied

(Ref. 3); but the major causes apparently are not administrative or

technical. The basis for the extraordinary cost increases appears to be

social or political in nature. In a broad sense, it represents the
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internalization of heretofore external social costs and appears to

represent a broad social resistance to nuclear and even coal central

power plants.

The specific nature of future requirements in coal or nuclear

i plants that could cause continued differential inflation is not developed

! in this study. Potential factors in differential inflation for nuclear

I plants include the possible introduction of underground siting, the use

of nuclear parks, the requirements for dry cooling towers, expensive

I deactivation of obsolete plants, more expensive insurance, redesigned

emergency core cooling systems, high waste disposal costs, etc. Coal

plants may be required to go to gasification or fluidized bed techniques

and the costs of achieving these advances may be greater than expected.

Additional pollutloncontrols may be necessary at the gasification step,

and coal waste products may have to be dealt with differently than in

the past.

Available techniques have erred substantially in the past

when attempting to predict current and future costs of nuclear and to a

lesser extent coal power plants (Refs. 3 and 6). Rather than predicting

specific events that would occur to nuclear and coal plants and estab-

lishing a causal relationship between these events and future cost

trends, a straightforward approach is taken to bound future costs. The

recent past (15 years) is used as a guide to the future. A lower and

upper bound of expected nuclear and coal plant capital costs is estab-

lished to extend past cost increases to the year 2000 in a certain

fashion. The upper bound of nuclear capital cost projection is based

on assuming the historic rate of 16 to 20% inflation (10% differential

inflation) and gradually reducing it to a lower value (nearly 1/2 '

original rate) by the end of the century (Ref. 7). The lower bound con-

sists of more quickly reducing the differential inflation rate to a

socially neutral value by 1990, Socially neutral would rep, ,ent no

social resistance and would have the numerical values shown on fable 3-1

in Section III. A mid (r_ference) prediction of capital cost differen-

tial escalation lles between the upper and lower bound and goes from

historic rates to socially neutral rates by the year 2000. These data

are shown in Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1. Plant Capital Cost Differential

Escalation Factors, %*

Type 1975-1980 1980-1985 1985-1990 1990-1995 1995-2000

Nuclear

Low i0 5.6 i.2 0.6 0.6

Mid i0 8 6 4 2

High i0 8,75 7.§ 6.25 5.0

Coal

Low 4.25 2.4 0.6 0.6 0.6

Mid 4,.25 3.3 2.4 1.5 0.6

Itigh 8.5 6.8 6.5 3.4 1.7

General Price
Inflation 5 5 4.2 4.2 4.2

Fuel cost differential escalation _.rom 1975 to 2000:

Coal: Low ffi1%, Mid = 2%, High - 3%.

Nuclear: See text.

Note: Total inflation rate equals general price inflation plus
differential escalation.

A similar procedure is followed for the bounds of the capital

, cost of coal plants. We project the use of an advanced and relatively -,

clean operating coal plant (gasification and combined cycle) that

' eliminates more than 99% of the sulfur from coal and significantly
J

reduces public health effects. Since for such clean coal plants the
I

I social resistance wlll abate more rapidly than would o=berwlse be

the case, we have assumed that the future coal capital costs wouJd "

decrease more rapidly than was the case with the LWR. Specifically,

the coal capital cost upper limit is considered to start at hzstoric

rates of differential escalation (8.5%) and decrease to socially neutral

by the year 2000. The low bound is considered to go from one-half

historic rates to soclally neutral by 1985. These rates are shown in

Table 4-1.
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The effects of this escalation on capital cost are _hown

graphically in Figure 4-1. The costs for a 1975 plant start-of-operation

(less than 500 $/kWe) escalate to a range of 1400 to 2900 $/kWe for a

nuclear plant and 675 to 1650 $/kWe for a coal plant for operation by the

year 2000 in 1975 dollars. This projection of future costs, due in part

to continued internalization of external costs, is in a sense a double

accounting of factors that will be considered later in Section VI. The

factors to be considered in Section VI deal with resource consumption,

energy breakeven, health effects, environmental impacts and other social

costs. All these considerations will in some manner contribute to con-

tinued cost increases. However, the projection of capital and fuel costs

to the time frame of interest is felt to be valuable, as is the evalua-

• tion of resource, health, environmental and other impacts of these energy

systems.

The fuel costs for coal and uranium ore have undergone rapid

increases in recent years. For example, the average coal price to the

utility industry doubled from 1973 to 1974. Fuel prices will most

certainly continue to escalate due to a combination of union wage

demands, increasing attempts to protect the environment, occupational

health and the rising cost of alternate fuels such as oil and gas. The

long-term differential escalatic._ rate for coal is estimated to be 2%

(Ref. i0) while 3% is considered the l_ng-term upper limit (Ref. 7); the

lower limit to the escalation of fuel for a coal plant is considered to

be i%. The 2% escalation rate will cause a 64% increase in the average

utility industry cost of coal by the year 2000 from the 1975 cost of

$0.89/MBTU (23 S/ton).

; The nuclear fuel cost is made up of five parts as outlined

, in Reference 7: uranium ore (U308), uranium floride (UF6) conversion,

U235 enrichment, fuel fabrication and reprocesslng wastes. In 1975

dollars, the U308 cost is considered to go from 13 $/ib for the initial

core installation to 45 $/ib over the last 20 years of the 30 year plant

life. The cost of the other components of the LWR fuel are considered

to cost as foJlows averaged over the plant lifetime: UF6 conversion at

330 $/kg, enrichment 75 $/SWU (seperative work unit), fabrication at

70 $/kg, and reprocessing wastes at 120 $/kg. The costs are prorated

A
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Figure 4-1. Projections of Conventional Plant Capital Cost

per kg of uranium. To be able to evaluate these nuclear fuel costs at

future plant start-up dates, a differential escalation factor of 2.2% is

used. Thus, a year 2000 start-up would increase the above costs by a

factor of 1.72. Fuel reprocessing and the final disposition of nuclear

wastes are areas of the LWR fuel cycle that are still in flux; the final

outcome will affect both direct and social costs of the nuclear energy

: cycle.

The historic yearly load factors for baseload nuclear and

coal plants have been 0.55 to 0.62 in the recent past (Ref. 7). Load

factor is defined as the actual generated energy divided by rated energy
1
, generation capacity. This is well below the values used in most costing

i studies. For this study, the historic load factors have been taken as

lower bounds. Improvements in performance are anticipated that should

i raise the load factor to 0.70 for nuclear plants and 0.74 for coal plants
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by the year 2000. Factors which would improve the load factor might

include maturing of LWR designs includlng standardization, and a relaxa-

tion of present procedures which close all plants of a given design

when a problem is found in one plant. For coal plants, the debugging of

pollution control equipment would contribute to higher load factors. An

upper bound is considered to be about 0.8.

Using the economic methodology and assumptions discussed in

Section III, the bus-bar (power plant) energy cost for a LWR nuclear

plant has been developed and is shown in Figure 4-2 as a function of
i

load factor. The effect of the upper and lower bound on capital cost

escalation rate is shown as well as the assumed year of online operation.

The energy cost for 1975 start-up at a 0.7 load factor is 24 mills/kWeh

while for yeac 2000 start-up (the reference point), the cost is

76 mills/kWhr. Thrse costs represent today's cost for energy annuallzed

over the 30 year life of the plant.

• LWR(LIGHTWATERREACTOR)
• WETCOOLINGTOWERS

140
CAPITAL
ESCALATIONRATE:

,_ 12o - UPPERBOUNDr'_,

i E 80- / "

o_: LOWERBOUND-........_ PLANTSTARTUP !60 - 'YEAR2000

1
,_ 40-
Z

20-
YEAR1975

o o----- @ I I Io.., o.6 o.8 0.9
LOADFACTOR

i

]

Figure 4-2., Nuclear Plant Economics
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Figure 4-3 shows the costs for a low BTU coal gasification

power plant at 2% diffe_entlal coal escalation. The year 2000 start-up

energy cost is 58 mllls/kWeh at the reference point and 31 mllls/kWeh for

i the 1975 start-up. However, if current technology coal plants are con-

sldered with similar differential escalation to current nuclear plants

and 3% differential coal escalation, the year 2000 start coal plant is about

! 84 mills/kWeh.
|

i • LOWBtu GASIF|CATION
I

i • COMBINEDGASAND
t STEAMTURBINES
i

• WETCOOLINGTOWERS
t
j 14°/

! _:.o_-|ooI- C.IT^ESCAlaTIONRATE:_ REFERENCE

I "_ 80- \ POINT

_" UPPERBOUNDs=§ 60- i_PLANTSTART-UP

o _..._.T i, i i.o 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
LOADFACTOR

Figure 4-3. Coal Plant Economics

4.2 GROUND SOLAR PIANT ECONOMICS

4.2.1 Introduction

Solar thermal power plants are unde_goinK limited prototype
l

development by ERDA, and one version of a central receiver 10 MWepilot

o plant is expected to be operational in 1980 at Barstow, California. The

first version of a full scale commercial feasibility demonstration plant
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is expected by 1985 and will be rated at IOOMWe. This type of plant ,

uses direct solar energy which is reflected from a field of mizror_ and

trapped as heat in a central receiver. The heat is used very _uch like _

the heat in a fossil boiler or in a reactor core_ i.e., it produces i

steam that is expanded through a turbine, which xn tur_iruns a generator

to produce electrical power. The spc_i_c approscn being pursued by i

ERDA uses an array of fl_ or almost flat m_xrors (heliostats) and a

central _ecelver at the top of a rather tall (I00 to 600 m) tower. Thus,

: optical collection is used to bri_g tLe solar energy to the central _"

receiver. Steam is generated by the collected heat and then transported

to the steam power plant at the base of the tower. Of all the different..Z

approaches Lo direct solar thermal electric power plants, this approach

! i_ most similar to current central power plants.

i A second type of ground solar electric power plant _onsldered

i in this report uses photovoltalcs as the energy conversion device rather :

i than a heat engine. The current Low Cost Silicon Solar Array program

sponsored by ERDA may make a wide range of power plants economically

feaslble.

The JPL study reviewed the above two approaches (Refs. ii,

12 and 13), and also considered several others using thermal conversion

to electricity wlthout optical transfer of the sunlight to a central

receiver. These studies were based on various types of solar collectors;

i.e., ordinary (Ref. 14) and advanced (Ref. 13) flat plate collectors,

linear (trough) concentrators using either a continuous parabollc surface

or strip mirrors to reflect the energy and concentrate it along a llne

(Itef. 1.5), and distributed point concentrators based on a parabolic dish

reflecting surface (Refs. 16 and !7). Two_Jor choices exist for

collecting and converting thermal energy to electricity with a power

plant using parabolic dishes. These choices are (1) the heat can be

moved to a central energy conversion plant via a transport fluid or with

disassociated chemicals pumped through a piping network, or (2) the heat

collected can be converted to electricity in a small heat engine-

generator directly coupled to the dish and the electricity produced

carried to a central point via wires. Thus, the distributed collectors/
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receivers can have either distributed energy conversion (sma11 heat

engines at each dish) or central energy conversion (large heat engine).

The decision to implement a central receiver type of solar

thermal power plant was made by the government in Izte 1974 after com-

pletion of initial paper studies performed for The National Science

Foundation (NSF) by several study groups (Ref. 18j. The apparent cost

advantage of tne central receiver concept over the nearest alternative

design approaches, such as the parabolic trough or dish, rangL_ from ,.

i 20% to 50%, depending upon the group performing the study.

Results of similar studies at JPL a_e shown in Table 4-2, which

combines the results of References II, 12, !&, 15, and 16. These results

are based on a simplified performance and economic model. There is no utor-

age; it assumes 100% generating efficiency; it does not allow for dirt

fouling of reflectlng surfaces; and it does not covsider operation and

maintenance costs. Oniy direct capital costs (assuming overnight construc-

tion) are considered; wet cooling towers are assumed.

In general, this simpl_.fied analysis will underestimate costs,

but is useful for a first order relative perfo_arce comparison. Thi_

comparison supported the NSF finding that the central receiver is the

least expensive at $900/kWe direct capital _ost ,_d 40 mills/kWeh

energy when a capital recovery factor of C.15 was used. The ne&rest

competitor was a parabolic dish collector; it was =L least 25% more

expensive.

4.2.2 Performance

Based on the above preliminary results, the non-tracking and

single axis tracking linear concentrator concepts were dropped by JPL

from further consideration for central power plants. Further JPL

1 evaluation effort was limited to the following power plants which

appeared to be the mos_ competitive from the initial survey.

(1) Central Receiver

• Thermal storage

,_-II
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i Table 4-2. Results of Early JPL Studies of Central

Electric Solar Power Plants

Direct (1) Energy(2)
i Collector Energy Energy Capital Cost,

Type Transport Conversion Cost, mills/kWh
i /kW
t

Flat Optical Large Central 900 40
Hellostat Steam Plant

Parabolic Steam Large Central 1150 50
Dish Steam Plant

Chemicals Lvrge Central 1150 50
Steam Plant

Electricity Small Engine 1450 65

on Dish (3)

Parabolic Superheated Large Central 1750 78

Trough Steam Steam Plant

Non-trackit,g Saturated Large Central 1450 90

Vee-Trough Steam Organic
Flat Plate Rankine Plant

Conventional Water Large Central 2500 150
Flat Plate Organic

Ranklne Plant

Silicon (4_ Electricity Photovoltaic 1250 76
Photovoltaic

(No Concentra-

tion)

(i) Direct costs only with overnight construction, no O&M, n6

storage, wet cooling towers, no dirt fouling of mirrored

collector surface and 100% electric generating efficiency.

_0'0(_) Energy Cost .15 ($/kW)/8,76 L where L = 0.383 for tracking

system_ and L = 0.280 for non-tracking.

(3) Expensive ($400/kW) small Brayton engines considered in this

analysis.

(4) The $0.50/Wp goal assumed at 10% average module efficiency.

4,
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(2) Parabolic Dish Collector

• Chemical transport and underground chemical

storage

Small Stlrllng engine with electric transport

and battery storage or pumped hydro storage

(3) Photovoltaic Conversion wlth Electric Transport

• Battery storage or pumped hydro storage -_-

i As can be seen above, two or more competitive storage options

were also selected for each of the three basic concepts. The competi-

tlveness of the various storage options was based on results of studies

reported in References 19, 20 and 21. Detailed performance character-

istlcs of the above power plant options were next determined. Unlike

the early survey studies, the more detailed analysis included energy

. storage and its associated inefficiencies as well as many factors not

; included in the preliminary analysis for the "sun following" plants.

One of these factors is the use of dry cooling towers with limited heat

rejection on hot days. There is also consideration of auxiliary power

for collector aiming and cooling fans, and the introduction of the

inefficiency of the electrical generator. A more realistic turbine

efficiency was used, and the effects of off-load turbine inefficiency

was considered along with the effect of ambient temperature on turbine

performance. The solar plant performance methodology developed for ERDA

by the Aerospace Corporation was used with a number of modifications as

described in Reference 22. This performance methodology is an hour-by-

hour calculation tha£ uses weather d_%ta,projected user demand and which

simulates the plant performance using a specific plant dispatch strategy

in a simulation of an entire utility grid. Such a degree of complexity

is needed so that ma_or questlons of solar plant reliability may be

addressed as well as predicting plant energy and cost performance. Extra

r
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margin (backup capacity) is required when a solar plant replaces a

conventional plant since a solar plant is subject to the vagaries of

weather. The Aerospace Corporation margin analysis developed for ERDA

was used for this purpose (Ref. 23).

4.2.3 Solar Plant Utilization in a Utility Grid

A utility grid uses a variety of complementary power plants

that range from baseload plants, through intermediate to peaking plants.

The baseload plants are the cheapest to operate and have load factors

great6r than 0.4 (Ref. 24). They are usually the newer coal plants and

nuclear plants when available. These plants are capital intensive and i

have relatively low fuel costs. The intermediate plants are operated

at intermediate load factors (0.2 to 0.4), and are usually mare up _of

older fossil plants. _he peaking plants are operated at low load factor

(<0.2), and usually are gas turbines with low capital cost and high fuel

costs. Because of their high operating costs they are brought on llne

only to meet limited peak power demands. A minimum generating cost

dispatch strategy is used by the utility to meet the varying daily,

weekly and seasonal demand load, while providing adequate spinning

reserves.

Note that the definition of what constitutes a baseload

plant is a plant that has the lowest operating cost and is run as often

as possible due to these operation savings (Ref. 25). With the exception

of off-season hydroelectric, any plant now in use can operate 24 hours a

day for days or weeks barring maintenance problems. Thus, the ability

to operate 24 hours a day does not define a baseload plant since peaking

and intermediate plants have this same capability. Rather, annual load

factor is used by the utilities to categorize a plant as baseload,

intermediate or peaking.

This study will limit itself to baseload _ower plants

%ecause of the need to compare alternative plants .o an orbital SPS

system which can only be a baseload plant. Titus, this report is basi-

cally a direct comparison of various altereative baseload plants.

4-14
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Historical data on coal and nuclear baseload plants (Ref. 7)

indicates that the load factor averaged over the year has been in the

0.55 to 0.62 range. Load facto: (L) is defined as the annual energy

generated (kWhr), divided by rated power (kW) times 8760 hours . It is

anticipated in this study that the annual load factor of a nuclear and

coal plant will improve to 0.70 and 0.74, respectively, by the year 2000.

Therefore, a baseload central electric solar power plant is assumed to

have an annual-averaged load factor (Ls) of 0.70 including scheduled and

unscheduled maintenance factors of 0.90 and 0.96, respectively. Thus,

the designed annual capacity factor of a solar plant is 0.81.

The capacity factor (Lc) is the load factor divided by the

maintenance factor. It is the fraction of the year the plant could

t deliver power from direct and stored solar energy. A solar plant with

: such a large capacity factor would certainly not be recommended (or be

needed) for the initial commercial solar plant demonstration. However,

no strategy has been developed in this study for choosing the size

(annual load factor) of solar plants as solar penetration increases in a

utility grid. Obviously, a strategy could be developed, and would cer-

tainly involve a mix of solar plant designs that could have an annual

load factor of 0.3 to 0.7 as penetration increases.

A ground solar plant would operate somewhat differently than

a conventional plant. Depending on the design, it will be down for a

few hours a day or operate at partial power over part of the day.

Occasionally it will be down for one or more days due to adverse weather.

This reduces the reliability of a stand-alone solar plant compared to a

conventional plant operating at the same annual load factor. Because of

this, it is necessary to install extra margin (backup) capacity and use

some for_ of backup energy to increase the reliability to that of a

conventional plant. A valid economic comparison should include these

extra margin requirements for a solar plant. The initial analysis given

in this section is for the solar plant. In the last part of this section,

the extra backup requirements are evaluated and are added to the earlier

results.

Number of hours per year.
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The same analysis should be done for the SPS since it also

has outages which occur due to eclipse by the earth, and blockage by

an adjacent SPS. However, this has not been done for the 5PS in this

report.

The approach which has been taken is felt to be conservative;

i.e., over estimates solar plant costs. Instead of the approach taken

in this study, which is to insert only a baseload (Ls - 0.7) solar plants

into the grid and then calculate extra margin requirements to meet

grld reliability, the following approach is conslderedmore reasonable.

Solar plants with a range of design annual load factors (Ls) should be

considered with storage capacity varying from 0 to 15 hours. A slngle

design point solar plant as well as a mix of solar plant designs should

be introduced into the grid. The other plants in the grid (peaking,

• intermediate and baseload) should be adjusted; i.e., remove some and

add some, to give minimum cost for the entire grid at the same total

grid reliability. Then it can he determined what load factor solar

plant or mix of load factors is best, as well as the capacity of plants

the solar plant replaced. How much energy was replaced would then be

known.

This type of analysis would be sensitive to the specific

utility being considered, the projectior of future demand, the relative

economics and reliability of the various types of plants as well as

[ weathez and solar plant performance and costs. Early analysis tends to
!

indicate that solar plants'will replace a mixture of intermediate and
r

baseload plants with this type of approach (Ref. 26).

4.2.4 Solar Plant Costs

i Typical performance results are shown in Figure 4-4 for a

steam cycle central receiver solar plant based on a design most similar

to that proposed by the Honeywell Corporation (Ref. 12). The annual

plant capacity factor is shown as a function of the two major solar

plant design varlables: The mirrored (heliostat) area and the size of

ener$y storage in hours of operation at 70% rated power. In general,
as the ales and storage are increased, the capacity factor becomes
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larger. The annual load factor is the plant capacity factor adjusted for

scheduled (0.90) and unscheduled (0.96) maintenance. A reasonable design

for a lO0 MWe rated plant that achieves an annual capacity factor of

0.81 (0.70 load factor) would have about 1.30 km2 of heliostat area and

12 hours of storage capacity at 70% rated power. This performance is

also possible with a 2 km2 area and about 8 hours storage. The selection

of the optimum design is based primarily on economics and is developed

below, w-

For each of the power plants selected for further evaluation,

the energy cost, capital cost and extra margin requirements were 4eveloped.

To do this it was necessary to establish reference costs for eac[,major

subsystem. Using the data from earlier JPL survey studies (Refs. 12, 13,

16, 17, and 19 through 21), projections were made of mature commercial

costs in each area. "Mature costs" is taken to mean that mass produc-

tion is assumed where applicable. Our best judgment of what the expected

costs are for each major subsystem is shown in Table 4-3 in the "mid"

column. The low and high limits of expected costs are also shown; the

"low" is intended as a cost at the lower limit of probable cost with low

probability of attainment, while the "hi" is a cost that is at the upper

limit of probable cost and could be achieved with high confidence. The

only exception to this is for the photovoltaic plant where the cost

estimates ("mid" column) correspond to the achievement of the ERDA cost

goal (Low-Cost Silicon Photovoltaic Program) of $0.50/Wp at the expected i
nominal efficiency of 13% at 28°C in AM (air mass) i. Land costs are

assumed to be $1000/acre and thus are negligible.

The resulting energy cost for each approach (using the "mid"

costs for each subsystem) is shown in Figure 4-5 as a function of the

annual design solar load factor (Ls) including a factor of 0.86& for

scheduled and unscheduled maintenance. L is the performance based only
s

on solar equipment. The economics of the reference design are based on

a year 2000 plant startup. For a 1975 plant startup, these results

should be multiplied by 0.82. The energy cost due to operation and

' maintenance expenses is obtained by adjusting the first year costs by

the first equation in Appendix A to levelize the O&M costs. Thus, this
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includes the effect of inflating recurring costs over the 30 year llfei

! of the plant. For the particular values used from Table 3-1, the net

i effect is to triple the O&M energy cost that would result from the data

i given in Table 4-3.

The collector area and amount of storage have been optimized

for minimum energy cost at each load factor. For example, for the

central receiver the optimum designs (minimum energy cost for the solar

plant) are shown below for a I00 MWe rated plant operating at Inyokern,

Callforniawlth dry cooling towers, i

Annual Solar Heliostat 2 Storage Capacity
Load Factor, L Area _km at 70% Rating _ Hrs

O.295 O.5 0 i

0.560 1.0 7.5

0.70 1.3 12

0.753 1.5 12

0.820 2.0 15

On an annual average, there are 10.8 hours of sunlight per day

(8.75 kWhrs/m 2 per day) at a good Southwest location. As can be seen

in Figure 4-5, there is a bowl shaped curve of energy cost for the plant

with thermal (internal) storage. A minimum energy cost is reached at a

load factor between 0.35 and 0.65 where there is a balance between: (1)

the energy cost of fixed equipment such as the turbine which decreases

with increasing load factor, and (2) the cost of storage capacity which

increases with higher load factor and also lowers the energy availability

and thus lowers the average plant efficiency, i

The plant with underground chemical storage levels off in

energy cost at high factors since the cost of storage is so inexpensive, i

Actually, many days of storage could be accommodated and extra non-solar

margin (backup) from the grid would not be required.

4-21 i
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The pla:Its with external storage (i.e., storage after

conversion to =]ectrJ=ity), such as the dish-stirling and photovoltaic

plant, have an a_ergy convu=sion device flat is designed for peak isola-

tion. Thus, t_!,erein no fixed equipment for which the contribution to

energy cost can be reduced as load factor increases. The cost increases

with load factor (as shown in Figure 4-5) simply because increasingly

more energy is jut through storage. This reduces the average efficiency

of the plant and thus energy cost always increases with increased load

factor. It should also be no_ed that the external storage plants ace

assumed to seJl all electricity generated at rated power. When powez is

produced at l_vels greater than the plant rated power the energy is sold

at half price. This assumes that energy generated when the power level

is greater than rated will only be of value as a fuel saver, not as a

capacity displacement as well.

The photovoltalc plant is based on a nor.-tracking silicon photo-

voltaic design having an asymmetric vee-trough concentrator that is reversed

twice a year (Ref. 13). Concentration ratio (CR) of 2:1 is used, and the

cost of maintenance, surface cleaning and reflector rotation in included.

The cost for the dish-stlrlinb combination includes maintenance and

replacement of the stlrling engine every 5 years (Ref. 17). For both

i systems, an advanced redox battery is used with a 2 mill/kWehr mainten-

ance cost and 20 year life rime (Ref. 19). It should be noted that due

to these maintenance costs and the use of levellzed recurring (operation

and maintenance) costs, only 2/3 of the dish-Stlrllng system energy cost

is due to capital. The remaining 1/3 is due to O&M and amounts to

nearly 30 mills/kWehr.

Based on these studies, the dish-Stifling engine design, the

central receiver, and the dlsh-chemlcal approach are all equally attrac-

tive from an economic standpoint. The energy cost is estimated to be

from 90 to 100 mills/kWeh at an annual average load factor of 0.70 and

year 2000 start-up for all three approaches. However, this estimate

assumes that the energy conversion engine (Stlrling engine) and chemical

system are developed commercially, while the central receiver approach

uses the existing central energy conversion technology of the steam

Ranklne plant.
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With the $0.50/Wp goal, the photovoltaic plant is 25% to 60%

more expensive than the solar thermal plants as the solar load factor

goes from 0.3 to 0.70. Lower cost goals may be necessary before the

photovoltaic plant is competitive with other ground solar approaches for

central electric power.

The total installed capital cost for a year 2000 plan= start-

up in 1975 dollars is shown in Figure 4-6 as a function of annual average

solar load factor for each of the four power plant types. The area and

storage capacity increase and the lower thermodynamic availabillty of the

stored energy becomes significant with increasing load facL_r This causes

the capital cost and to a lessor extent, the energy cost to rise. This

characteristic of a solar plant is genericaily different from conven-

tlonal (fossil or nuclear) plants. A conventional plant has a capital

cost that is more or less fixed and only slightly sensitive to the rated

power and indifferent to how much the plant is operated per _ear (annual

load factor). Ihe capital cost of a solar plant, on the other hr-1, is

very sensitive to the designed annual average load factor as shown in

Figure 4-6.

The results shown have used the expected r ibsystem costs

("mid"). The only exception is the use of the 1985 EPd'A goal (0.50 $/Wp)

for the pho_voltalc performance. To show the probsble limits of costs,

lower and higher boundaries have been established. These are considered

to be the combination of all the "low" and of all the "hi" subsystem

costs as were shown in Table 4-3. It is unlikely that the cost will be

below the lower limit, and unlikely the costs will be above the upper

limit when commerclally mature. This bounding of costs is Shown in Fig-

ure 4-7 fo_ two baseload solar electric planks: the central receiver solar

thermal plant, and the silicon photovoltaic plant.

4.2.5 Hybrid Solar Plant Costs

The analysis summarized by Figures 4-_ through 4-7 present

projections of solar central power plants by themselves. The analysis

ignores the unrellabilltles of sunlight availability and the need for

backup capacity to maintain grid reliability. The results represent

i
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annual average pectcrmance; hour by hour simulation was used to

determine output power and the status of stored energy. It is possible,
J

however, even in a Southwest location _uch as Burbank, California, to

have nine consecutive days of cloudiness in a particular 4 year period.

To build a solar plant to have nine days of thermal storage is prohibi-

tively expensive (_390 mills/kWehr) except for approaches which use

underground gas storage. Underground gas storage costs are potentially

so reasonable that many days of storage are possible at a slight cost

premium (less than 10%). _"

All power plants occaslonallv become unavailable due to

scheduled or unscheduled maintenance. It is not the current practice

of utilities to have enough storage capacity set aside to cover nuclear

plant core refueling or turbine overhaul, etc. What is done is that

extra capacity or margin is installed in the utility grid above and

beyond peak demand to cover outages. For the operation of ground solar

plants, a similar procedure is suggested. That is, it is suggested that

additional capacity (extra margin) be installed to maintain grid perform-

ance when there are weather related odtages of a solar plant.

Using the Aerospace margin analysis code developed for use

in mission analysis for ERDA. the extra margin needed to backup solar
i

plants was determined. Extra margin (Pm) is the installed non-solar

capacity needed for a utility grid with solar plants that is greater

than the installed capacity needed for a utility grid without solar

plants.

Pm -- P1 - P2

where PI is total installed capacity for a utility grid with conventional

and solar plants and P2 is total installed capacity for a utility grid

with only conventional plants

P2 = Ppeak + M

L
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where Ppeak is the annual peak demand and M is the margin needed to have

acceptable grid rel_ability using only conventional plants

Thus P1 = Ppeak + M + Pm

To understand the magnitude of this effect, the ratio of Pm

to the rated installed solar capacity P is evaluated as a function ofr

several parameters. The parameters of greatest interest are the designed

annual load factor of a solar plant (Ls), and the amount of penetration

of solar capacity into the grid. The ratio P /P indicates how manym r

megawatts(e) of extra non-solar capacity should be installed for each

megawatt(e) of solar capacity.

For baseload solar plants, the plants are continuously asked

to produce energy at the rated power. Since the solar plant does not

always meet this expectation, due to weather or being undersized, extra

margin must be provided to maintain grid reliability. The amount of

extra margin installed capacity (Pm) which should be added for each unit

of rated baseload solar capacity (Pr) is shown in Figure 4-8a along with

the extra energy needed (Em) from a non-solar source for an Inyokern site

with Southern California Edison demand. The data is shown versus the

normalized annual load factor and assumes 20% penetration of baseload

solar power into the total grid. The normalized load factor is the

design solar load factor (Ls) divided by the expected conventional base-

load plant load factor (LB). As the normalize_ load factor approaches

1.0, the stand-alone solar plant requires less extra margin and less

backup energy. At unity, the needed extra margin (capacity) is 20% of

the rated power of the solar plant, and the backup energy is essentially

zero. Therefore, for every I000 MWe of _olar capacity, 200 MWe of extra

margin must be added tc the grid. Also shown in Figure 4-8a is data

from analysis by Suuthern Califoznia Edison for 5, !0 and 20% solar

penetration. These results compare well to the analysis performed

using the Aerospace margin analysis computer code.

Figure 4-8a is plotted versus normalized load factor since

there is disagreement as to what load factor constitutes a baseload

plant. Values betwee_ 0.40 and 0.P64 can be suggested as baseload-load
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factors. The actual analysis was performed with the designated conven-

tional plant load factor (LB) equal to 0.864. Figure 4-8a should be

used only for baseload plants and is felt to be accurate for LB > 0.5.

Figure 4-8b shows how the extra margin (Pm) increases with

solar baseload penetration based on LB equal to 0.864. The use of

multiple sites for solar plants having different weather would reduce

the backup margin requirements. Thus, the results shown in Figure 4-8 ,_.

are conservative since as solar penetration increases, multiple sites

would certainly be used.

This extra margin can be obtained in at least two distinct

ways. Power plants can be added throughout the utility grid, and some

combination of plants can be operated at lower capacity factors to

provide this extra margin. A second approach is to add the capacity at

the solar plant site itself. Such a solar plant would then be called a

hybrid plant. In either case, the extra margin and non-solar energy

consumption must be considered in the cost and performance of a solar

plant for a proper comparison to power plants that do not depend on the

vagaries of weather.

To estimate the cost of the extra margin (back-up capacity)

and energy, it is assumed that coal is the source of the energy. As

with the reference coal plant discussed earlier, the coal can be gasified

to low BTU gas in a gasification plant located in the same region as

several solar plants. Using gas pipelines, this low BTU gas can be

supplied to inexpensive, once-through auxiliary boilers (coupled to the

solar power conversion equipment) to produce high grade steam (such units

are being sold commercially to the utility industry by the Rocketdyne

Corp. based on rocket nozzle cooling technology). The existing steam

Rankine conversion equipment at the solar plant can be used to generate

electricity. The cost of this back-up system (i.e., gasification plant,

gas pipelines and auxiliary boiler) has been estimated to be 270 $/kWe

in 1975 dollars for a 1975 plant start-up (Ref. 7). The coal to be

supplied to the gasification plant was assumed to cost $0.89/MBTU

($23/ton) in 1975 dollars. The same capital and fuel cost escalation
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factors shown earlier for the reference coal plant (Section 4.1) were

used to escalate the cost of back-up equipment and fuel to project year

2000 plant start-up costs.

A comparison of the cost characteristics of the hybrid power

plant having LB = 0.864 with the solar plant alone is shown in Figure 4-9

where costs are shown versus solar load factor, L . As expected, the
s

capital costs ($/kWe) of the hybrid are greater because of the additional

costs of capital for the extra margin. However, the energy costs ($/kWhr)

are actually lower for the hybrid plants. The reason for this is that

the added energy capability produced by the back-up system is less expen-

sive than the energy produced from solar.

This apTroach can be used for all solar baseload plants, but

the technique of providing the back-up margin may differ. For example,

the dlsh-Stlrllng solar plant might use the Stifling engine-generator

itself as the back-up capacity. Besides adding the low BTU coal gasifi-

cation plant, the cavity receiver may have to be designed to double as a

combustion chamber. The photovoltaic plant will have to have its own

gas-turbine or fuel cell generating capacity. Again, the low BTU gas

from coal may be the energy form used to drive these electric generators.

The costs shown in Figure 4-9 are felt to be representative

of the cost of capacity and energy for this extra margin. At a solar

plant load factor of 0.7, the installed capital cost increases by 8%,

while the energy cost decreases by 7% when extra margin is included.

Another source of conservatism for the minimum cost plants

with external storage such as the dish-Stifling-battery and the

photovoltaic-battery is that these plants can have a peak capacity that

is much greater than the'rated capacity. For example, the dlsh-Stirling

plant with a solar load factor of 0.7 has a peak capacity of over 300 MWe.

The storage system was sized at over 200 MWe to handle maximum generating

capacity greater than the rated capacity. It is possible for this plant

to generate over 500 MWe near the midday and over 200 MWe after dark

for a short period of time. This is extraordinary for a plant rated at

i00 MWe. Such capability for plants with external storage should reduce
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extra margin requirements and possibly even elimi,ate its need. Also

the back-up fossil source can be used to drive the plant at over 300 MWe

whenever the sun is not available and the grid requires this capacity.

This added capability may even give this plant a negative extra margin

requirement at a capital cost savings. These effects should be evaluated

for external storage plants to more accurately determine margin needs.

4.3 SPS PLANT ECONOMICS

The Satellite Power System (SPS) considered in this compara-

tive assessment is based on photovoltaic energy conversion. It is a

very large satellite. For the assumptions made in this study, the satel-

lite weighs about i00 x 106 kg in geosynchronous orbit for 5 GWe

delivered on the ground. About 50 kmz of photovoltaic blankets are

required for 5 GWe of electrical power delivered to the electric utility

grid. This system collects solar energy, concentrates it slightly (2:1)

onto thin photovoltaics, collects the resulting dc electricity at voltages

of about 20 kV and carries it across a rotating joint to a transmitter

where the dc is converted to microwave energy. The coherent microwave

beam is transmitted 37,000 km to a fixed microwave receiver on the

ground in a regional power grid. The microwave energy is converted back

to dcj collected and then changed to ac for transmission to the load

center using conventional transmission techniques. The SPS power system

includes the space power plant, the ground receiving antennas (rectennas)

and the dc to ac conversion equipment as well as the orbital support

facilities, orbital constructicn facilities, transport systems from

ground to geosynchronous orbit (GSO), ground launch facilities and

related ground support facilities.

SPS operation at geosynchronous orbit is considered. Loca-

ting the SPS at a lower orbit with microwave beaming to a synchronous

orbit relay station is not considered. Only silicon photovoltaics is

used as the energy conversion technique. Other types of photovoltaics,
i

solar thermal or nuclear energy conversion are not considered. All

materials are brought up from the earth. The moon is not used as a

source of materials for the SPS in this study.
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A post-shuttle transportation subsystem must be developed

(a heavy lift launch vehicle, HLLV) to bring the materials to low earth

orbit (LEO). The form of most cf the material is bar stock and sheet

metal rolls, rather than finished subassemblies, and nearly automated

factories must be created to complete the fabrication in either LEO or

GSO. Man must develop the capability to be as productive in space as on

an automated automobile assembly line in terms of kg of finished products

per man-hour worked in order for the SPS costs to be competitive ,h-

(Ref. 28). LEO to geosynchronous earth orbit (GSO) transport systems

must be developed for the satellite (chemical or ion propulsion) and

for support personnel (chemical). Maintenance, resupply, station keeping

and attitude control, and operational procedures must be developed for

I LEO and GSO operation. Worker habitats and tele-operators must also be

i developed. Lightweight structures of enormous area for a single power

: plant, distributed active control systems and a number of other major

: subsystems must be developed for a commercial SPS.

Each SPS could be about 5 GW rated capacity and have a

ground receiving antenna of ii km (approximately 4 miles) in diameter

(75 km2 area) with bi]lions of individual half-wave dipole elements.

The orbital photovo!taic subsystem must be pointed toward the sun with

one degree accuracy, and the microwave transmitter pointed within one

arc minute. The land area needed would be at least 300 km2 (Ref. 29)

and possibly as high as 900 km2. Transportation of one satellite would

require of the order of 50-500 flights of a new heavy-lift launch

vehicle (HLLV) possibly 3 to 5 times larger than today's Saturn 5. There

would be between 1 and 5 flights of the HLLV per day. An illustration

of the SPS system is shown in Figure 4-10.

The major economic and technical uncertainties in this sys-

tem are:

• photovoltaic performance and cost.

• heavy lift launch vehicle, chemical and ion tug

boost systems cost.

• n,icrowave llnk efficiency and cost.
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• economic feasibility of space construction in an

orbital factory.

• economic feasibility of constructing lightweight

deployable structures.

Possibly the area most sensitive to cost in the above items is the uncer-

tainty of man's productivity in the construction and operational phases

(Ref. 30).

The source of most information on the photovoltalc SPS was
3

the study conducted by the ECON team under contract to Marshall Space

Flight Center (MSFC) (Ref. 28). Additional information was obtalned

from study teams at MSFC (Ref. 31) and the Johnson Space Center (JSC)

(Ref. 29).

The general approach taken was to use the ECON sLudy defini-

tion of subsystem cost and performance (Ref. 28) in all areas except as

noted below. Whenever MSFC and JSC data were available, they were com-

bined with the ECON data to form a composite average. These same

sources were used to provide a high and low bound. The approach taken

in the initial ECON study is to establish a goal in each major area so

that when the combination of all these subsystem goals are taken together,

the resulting system cost is competitive with competing baseload energy

costs. The _nitial ECON study (Ref. 28) considered the cost goal to be

less than 30 mills/kWehr and the SPS capital cost was established at

$7.6 billion dollars for 5 GWe (_$1500/kWe). A later report (Ref. 30)

doubled this estimate to approximately $15 billion (=$3000/kWe) and repre-

sented a departure from the cost-goal approach. It is more an estimate

of future cost and performane_ of the SPS system. Independent studies

of SPS cost-performance were performed by MSFC and JSC; their results

are discussed later. The major uncertainty is how close it is possible

to come to the_e cost-performance goals.

} 1

! The amount of RD&D has been estimated by ECON and JSC to be

about 60 billion to put up the first 5 GWe SPS plant. It is beyond the

I scope of this report to attempt to verify that the SPS cost-performance
goals can indeed be achieved after this RD&D investment.
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The major exception to the above approach, as was indicated

earlier, ig in the photovoltaic subsystem. Here the same approach used

for the ground solar photovoltaic plant was adopted. That is, the 1985

ERDA cost goal of $0.50/Wp was assumed to be achieved for terrestrial

photovoltaics. This was interpreted to be accompanied by an expected
i

module efficiency of 13% air mass i (AMI) at a cell temperature of 28°C

(Ref. 32). Projections of design modifications and resultant perform-

ance of these cells for use in space in the year 2000 wece made with

the assistance of members of the low cost silicon solar array (LSSA) ,--

project at JPL. For example, the 30 to 60 mil cover thickness will be

reduced to i to 3 mills with a resultant cost savings. Additional i

processes may be used on the front and back surface to improve perform-

ance by approximately 25%, resulting in a net photovoltaic cost increase

of about 60%. The cell thickness will be in the range of 2 to i0 mils.

There are several different approaches being considered to

achieve the low cost terrestrial solar cell such as refining the current

ingot slicing approach or the edge defined f_im growth (EFG). For the

terrestrial application, there is no particular need for a thin cell as

an independent design goal. The cost is the ,mln driver. If the ingot

slicing technique is used to achieve the cost breakthrough, the result-

ing cell thickness would be about i0 mils. Thlswould probably be

unsuitable for the SPS since a i0 mii cell would cause the system costs

to be about 25% greater compared to a similarly performing 4 mil cell.

For the SPS, the reference cell thickness is assumed to be

4 mils, and this assumes that EFG or other growth techniques was used

for the terrestrial cell. If this is not the cableand ingot slLcin_

techniques are used, the SPS program must perform the addltional devel-

opment to achieve the low cost-thlnner cells.

In _he analysis, account was made of AMO (no atmosphere) and

radiation damage was considered over the 30 year projected life of the

plant. Solar flare activity as well as normal radiation was considered

in a preliminary analysis, resulting in a reduction factor of 0.89 to

account for the average loss of power over 30 years (Ref. 32). More

recent and more detailed calculations may increase the radiation related

degradation.
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A cost and performance model was independently developed to

calculate SPS system performance and cost (Ref. 32). The reference

costs used to project SPS plant economics along with lower and upper

bounds are shown in Table 4-4. The nominal values (Mid) are based on the

assumption that a _uccessful program is achieved in each major area. A3

a guide to understanding these goals, the current cost for silicon

photovoltalcs is about $15.50/Wp (Ref. 33) compared to the $0.50/Wp goal

used as a basis for the cost projection shown in Table 4-4. The payload

cost to LEO based on a Saturn 5 boost system is about ii00 $/kg (Ref. 28).

The goal is 145 $/kg to GSO, and the LEO payload cost would be about

i00 $/kg of this total.

Using the Mid values for most subsystems, the total capital

cost is shown in Figure 4-11 as a function of payload cost and photo-

voltaic efficiency. The costs are based on a plant startup in the year

2000 for a 5 GWe plant. The costs shown in Figure 4-11 are the unit

cost and exclude RD&D. The reference cost is 5600 $/kWe or 26.5 billion

dollars per SPS using the 4 mll cell.

The resulting energy cost as a function of payload cost and

photovoltaic efficiency is shown in Figure 4-12. The reference cost

is 118 mills/kWeh using the 4 mil thick cell. The original ECON results

(Ref. 28) are show. at 7.6 billion (1520 $/kWe) as a point of reference.

A more recent study by ECON (Ref. 30) increased the expected capital

cost to 14.9 billlon dollars or 3000 $/kWe. They estimated chat there

is a 10% probabillty to achieving a cost of 2400 S/PWe in 1974 dollars.

Other estimates range from 15 billion to 28 billion for a 5 GWe SPS

(Refs. 29, 31) using a factor of 1.22 to project to a _ear 2000 start-

up in 1975 dollars.

To establish the upper bounds of costs, all the "high" cost

and low efficiency estimates are combined. The lower bound of cost

combines all "low" cost and high efficiency estimates. Figure 4-13

i sho_s the energy cost results of this bounding. It is more probable

that the high cost estimate can be achieved, than the low cost estimate.

! There is a difference between these results and the similar figures for

ground solar (Figure 4-7), nuclear (Figure 4-2) and coal (Figure 4-3)
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Table 4-4. SPS Reference Subsystem Costs -- 5 GWe

Major Area Low Mid High

Solar Blanket (1)

- Cost, $/m2 48 104 160

- Efficiency in GSO, % 9.7 8.4 6.2

i - Thickness, mils 2 4 I0

i Payload Cost (2) to GSO, $/kg 71 145 209

Weight of (3) Structural 0.092 0.18 0.37

Support, kg/m2

Microwave (4)

- Cost, $/kW 332 520 840

- Efficiency, % 70 60 40

-.Spacebozne Wt., kg/kW 1.16 1.33 1.54

Operation and Maintenance (5), 33 108 150

106 $/yr

Construction Time, yes 3 6 i0

Load Factor 0.99 0.864 0.75 (6)

(i) Based on same terrestrial cell used in Section 4.2 but modified
for orbital use. Terrestrial cell cost was assumed at $0.50/

W_ and had 13% module efficiency in air mass i (AM1) at 28°C.F
Expected range of terrestrial cell efficiency was i0 to 15%.
Orbital version of this cell has reduced cover thickness, and

improved performance by additional processes to front and back

surface at additional cost. A_G efflciency is 12.5% at 28°C
for the 4 mil thick cell.

(2) Nominal from ECON and MSFC; range from JSC.

(3) From ECON and MSFC; weight normalized to solar blanket area.

(4) From Raytheon and NASA/LeRC.

! (5) From ECON, MSFC and JSC. First year O&M cost.

(6) Based on losing power fcr 24 hours each time SPS passes in

earth's shadow.
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Figure 4-12. Photovoltalc SPS Energy Costs

power plants. A major assumption has been that the RD&D dollars would

create successful results in each of many major subsystem areas (e.g.,

power conversion, low cost structure, heavy llft vehicles, etc.); that

is, all goals are achieved. Projecting the orbital photovoltalc SPS

cost and performance is much more uncerraln than any of the other sys-

tems illassessment because of the uncertainty in the successful develop-

ment of all of the major subsystems in addition to the design changes

which may be necessary to avoid or minimize possible social impacts

discussed in Section VI.

The SPS size is established at 5 to i0 u_e to keep the system

cost down, while the transmitting power is set at 5 GWe to limit the

intensity of the mlcr..-ave beam to 23 w/cm. A power plant of this size

even with a high load factor (_0.9) would introduce reliability problems

4
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into utJlity grids. There would be an increased need for margin (extra

back-up capacity) just to maintain grid reliability. This effect has not

been numerically evaluated in this report but would raise the capital

cost of the SPS.

4.4 COMPARISON OF PLANT ECONOMICS

The typical coal, nuclear, ground solar thermal-electric,

ground solar photovoltaic and orbital photovoltaic central power plants

were identified and a performance estimate was made for each. The time

frame of interest was for a year 2000 start of plant operation; 1975

dollars were used. The reference or expected costs were identified and

the resulting plant capital and energy costs were calculated. In

addition, low and high bounds were estimated for each major subsystem.

The combination of all low subsystem cost estimates and performance

upper limits were used to establish the lower bound for system cost,

while the combination of all high subsystem costs and lower performance

limits were used for the upper bound system cost. -

These results are shown in Figure 4-14 for the five cate-

gories of plants. The conventional systems still appear most attractive

economically at the year 2000. In today's dollars, the expected energy

costs are from 58 to 76 mills/kWeh. The lower bound could be as low as

39 mills/kWeh and the upper limit to costs as high as 133 mills/kWeh.

The ground solar thermal is expected to be under 90 mills/kWeh in the

year 2000. The cost uncertainty is similar to coal in that the low-hlgh

bound range is about 50 mills/kWeh. The cost goal of the ground photo-

voltaic plant (128 mils/kWhr) at a solar load factor of 0.70 is about

i0 mils/kWhr greater than that of the SPS with 4 mil cells. Also

shown is the initial ECON results (ECON I), their more recent estimate

(ECON II) and the results from MSFC and JSC adjusted for a year 2000

start-up in 1975 dollars.

The ground photovoltalcs has greater uncertainty than the

i con_entlonal or solar thermal plants due to the nature of development

needed to achieve the low cost breakthroughs. The orbital photovoltaic

plant has even greater uncertainty in expected costs. The reference
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point for orbital photovoltaics is based on the expectation that not

only will low cost photovoltaics be achieved, but that a number of

major technological advances will occur in the areas of launch and

transport costs, effectiveness of man in space, large structures, con-

trois, microwave, etc.

To a great extent, very different things are being compared.

Even though these plants are all baseload central electric plants,* they

are at very different stages of development. The basis for the uncer- _-

tainty in cost, therefore, is quite different f_om system to system, as

is the difficulty in predicting these costs. The nuclear and advanced

fossil plant are in a relatively mature state of commercial development.

Still, there is great uncertainty in their future capital and fuel costs.

This is due primarily to the broad social resistance to these power

plants. Thus, the range of costs shown for the conventional plants

attempts to quantify this social acceptance uncertainty in terms of

economic impacts.

The ground solar plants have future cost uncertainty basic-

ally due to their status; these plants are in an earlier part of the

development cycle. Prototype subsystems exist now and a pilot plant

will come on line in 1980. Cost predictions are not based on sufficient

hardware experience to be firm. Yet, the problems can be consldered to

be engineering problems amenable to detailed design, test and verifica-

tion. Solar plants are relatively clean with modes_ social and low

public impacts as will be shown in the next section Social resistance

is not felt to be a problem even though it is unlikely that solar ther-

mal plants will be embraced by all Americans as totally acceptable even

if it is for Just the large land use at the plant site. If any cost

escalation due to social resistance should develop, it probably would

not develop until significant introduction of solar plants; this would

not happen until after the year 2000. Therefore, cost predictions until

2000 should have a minimal social resistance effect for ground solar

plaLLts.

The ground solar plants were evaluated as hybrid to achieve the

necessary grid reliability.
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As discussed at the end of the last section, the orbital

photovoltaic plant is earlier in the development phase and greater

uncerteinty exists. The large cost range in Figure 4-14 indicates this

to some extent, and additionally, the reference cost prediction is much

more uncertain than for any of the other plants.
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SECTION V

ENERGY SYSTEM ECONOMICS

Bus-bar cost of energy at the power plant was estimated in

Section IV. The different types of power plants may be located at widely

varying distances from the end user in the load center. This difference

in transmission distance may introduce additional differential costs

among the various central power plant types. To account for transmission

differential costs, the complete energy system has been evaluated. The

system includes the power plant and transmission and distribution links

to the user. Candidate energy systems have been identified for coal,

nuclear, ground solar and orbital solar plants, and total system cost

has been calculated. The time frame of interest is some time after the

year 2000 when solar energy is more than a regional source of electricity.

Many techniques of transmitting energy were reviewed such

as: overhead electric using dc and ac; underground electric using dc

and ac and superconducting dc" and even hydrogen gas transmission (Ref.

34). Of these techniques, the high voltage _ 800 kV) overhead direct

current (dc) is the least expensive for distances greater than 300 to

500 miles. For distances less than this, the high voltage ac used in

existing transmission lines is most attractive.

The two main parameters which determine the transmission

cost for moving large blocks of elcctrlcal energy from the central plant

to the cltv gate is the transmission distance and electricity bus-bar

cost. The cos'/ dependency on distance is obvious, but the dependency on

bus-bar costs may not be. The electrical losses during transmission

amounts to a certain fraction of the input energy. The cost of this loss

is a £raction of the input cost of electr_clty or the bus-bar electricity

cost. Thus, the total transmission electricity cost is the sum of the

cost of the transmission equipment which is related to distance, and the

cost of the transmission inefficiency which is related to bus-bar elec-

tricity cost. The resulting costs are shown in Figure 5-1 for overhead

ac (756 kV) and dc _ 800 kV) transmission.

The economics used is the same as described in Section III,

but uses 10% interest, assumes a 30 year payback llfe and a year 2000
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startup. Land costs are assumed to be $1000/acre. The transmission

cost is opeimized for each combination of distance and bus-bar energy

cost. The cost for 2000 miles of dc transmission (Ref. 35) is about

8 mills/kWeh if the input energy costs i00 mills/kWhe. The transmission

efficiency is 0.965 at this condition. High voltage, overhead ac trans-

mission for 300 miles costs about 5 milis/kWhe with i00 mills/kWhe plant

energy. If 10% of a 2000 mile transmission llnk were placed underground

to minimize visual and environmental impact, the transmission cost would

increase by 20%.

The cost to distribute energy within the load center is

5.5 mills/kWhe (Ref. 35) based on the Southern California electric load

center. This includes not only the distribution system construction and

mai_,tenance costs but also central office customer services and billing

costs. _%e transmission and distribution costs are added to the refer-

ence plant bus-bar energy costs to make up the total :_ystem energy cost.

The total cost of transmission and distribution is low compared to the

projected cost of bus-bar energy. The sensitivity of the total cost of

dellvered energy may be a weak function of factors which determine the

energy transport costs.

The national average electric transmission distance in the

U.S. is 300 miles (Ref. 34). For coal based plants, it is assumed that

this distance will still be typical even after the year 2000. The

cleaner coal plants that are projected for use around the year 2000

should be able to maintain current transmission distances to the load

centers.

Nuclear plants are not sited in or near metropolitan areas,

but are in the regional uti]4ty grid. Thus, 300 mile transmission dis-

tance is considered close to typical for nuclear plants. After the year

2000, nuclear plants may be located further from load centers, and the

possibility exists that plants will be co-located with reprocessing

facilities in order to minimize nuclear fuel cycle hazards and to enhance

operational safety. The distance from these regional nuclear centers

(nuclear parks) to load centers may be approximately I000 miles. There-

fore, the average distance between a nuclear power plant and load center

may be from 300 to i00 miles after the year 2000.
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For ground solar elec, ric, the questions raised are: (I)

where is the area of high insolation, (2) how much of a resource is it,

and (3) can it be used as a national energy source. The combination of

high insolation (> 5 _/m2-day) and low cost/low use land is in the

Southwest part of the U.S. in an eight state region with a total land

area of one million square miles (1/3 total continental land area). The

use of solar thermal energy in large central power plants may be confined

to just a regional form of energy because of this location of the energy ,--

source. To prevent strictly regional use of the solar energy, there

must be enough for national uses, and the energy must be transportable

outside of the Southwest region. Of the one million square miles of land

in the sun bowl, about 2% to 16% is potentially available and suitable

for use as a solar power plant (Ref. 36). Today's total national elec-

trical energy use could be met by using only ]./2% (0.005) of this 8 state

land area. Thus, this estimate of available land is 4 to 32 times larger

than needed to generate the current national electrical requirements.

The other possibility is to use the solar energy available

within the regional utility grid. For widely separated locations such

as Charleston, SC, Creat Falls, Montana, and Blue Hills, Mass., the

total normal solar energy is 0.67, 0.69 and 0.65, respectively, of a good

Southwest location such as Inyokern, CA in the MoJave Desert. The rela-

tive power performance at these sites is 0.84, 0.80 and 0.75 Of inyokern

(Ref. 37). The solar energy cost at these locations is thus 16% to 25%

higher than that of Inyokern. This represents an upper limit to the

acceptable costs for a long distance transmission link.

The second major question of using Southwest lands for

national solar power is whether or not there is sufficient cooling water.

For all practical purposes, there is no water available in the Southwest

region for power plant cooling. The only rivers, with the exception of

those in central California, are the Coloradc and the Rio Grande which

are overcommitted now. Wells are the only other source of cooling water

indigenous to the region, but are not sufficient for national power

requirements using current cooling techniques. These limited resources

can be conserved by switching to dry cooling towers which have a capital

cost and operating efficiency penalty of about 10% compared to the use
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of wet cooling towers. The solar plant costs presented in Section III

were based on dry cooling towers to minimizp cooling water requirements.

Assuming that the abundant solar energy resource in the

Southwest sun bowl is used for national electric power, the required

transmission distances would vary from 300 miles for local regional use

to as much as 3000 miles. For example, the distance from the middle of

this 8 state area to Chicago is about 1800 miles.

Orbital solar power plants can potenuially have the receiving

antenna near the load centel. Be land area is similar to ground solar

thermal per unit energy, but must all be in one location. A 5 me plant

needs about 300 _2 of land which is a circle 12.5 miles in diameter.

This large a piece of land, and the possible public perception of health

dangers from microwave energy, may require the orbital ground receiver

to be placed at large distances from the load center. Therefore, the

transmission distance could vary from 300 to i000 miles. The likely

range of transmission distanced for each type of central plant for intro-

duction after the year 2000 are sho_ below:

COAL =300 miles

NUCLEAR 300 - I000 mi],,

GROUND SOLAR 300 - 3000 miles

ORBITAL SOLAR 300 - I000 miles

Table 5-1 displays the results of adding the transmission

and distribution energy costs to the bus-bar energy cost. There is a

colt increase of about 3 mills/kWe-hr for ground solar relative to other

approaches. This is not a strong enough influence to change the econ-

omlc results of Section IV. The transmission and distribution costs,

which are about half the total cost of electric energy today, will drop

to less than 20% of the total by the year 2000.
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Table 5-1. Comparison of System Energy Cost

Energy Cost, mills/kWe hr

Type of Plant Plant Transmission &
Tot's!

Bus-Bar Distribution

Orbital Solar

- Silicon Photovoltalc 118(i) 19 (2) 137
i

Ground Solar (3)

- Silicon Photovoltaic 128 (4) (5) 22 (6) 150 (5)

- Thermal 89(7) 18 (6) 107 (7)

_ Coal 58 12 (8) 70

Nuclear 76 15 (2) 91

(I) 4-mll thick cell.
(2) Transmission distance = i000 mi.

(3) Terrestrial plants based on hybrid operation at load factor

--0.864 to meet grid reliability with solar load factor = 0.70.

(4) Average of battery and pumped hydro storage.
(5) S-and-alone solar = 145 mills/kWhr bus-bar and 169 mills/kWhr

t_t_l energy cost.

(6) Transmission distance = 2000 mi.
(7) Stand-alone solar = 96 mills/kWhr bus bar and 115 mills/kWhr

total energy cost.

(8) Transmission distance = 300 mi.

Plant startup in year 2000; reference design.

J
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SECTION Vl

SOCIAL COSTS

The methodology developed for the comparison of energ_

systems is based on a total cost assessment. This is made up of utility

or consumer costs (internal costs) (see Sections IV and V) and so-called

external costs such as Federal RD&D costs, health effects, resource

consumption, environmental residue and impacts and other social costs

as shown in Figure 6-1. Although significant RD&D efforts are conducted

by EPRI and utility equipment suppliers, only the RD&D costs based on

Federal experLditures from general tax revenues are considered. A

methodology is developed for calculating the equivalent cost oF .nese

RD&D investments usi_ a social discount rate so chat it may be added

to the direct utility cGst of energy.

The health effects associated with the complete energy cycle

for the various technologies can be summarized in terms of parameters

such as occupational and general public deaths, disease and injury.

These non-fatal disease and injuries have been transformed into a

common unit of person days lost (PDL) by associating a particular type

of injury or disease with the typical PDL resulting from that injury or

disease.

Resources required for each energy system are tabulated.

These resources such as plant construction material, fuel, construction

material used in the rest of the energy system, manpower, land, cooling

water and other resources are accounted for in the internal cost of the

: plant. However, the absolute magnitude of these resources are important

in themselves in a world of _ncreasingly limited resources. _he amount

._ and type of resources requi_ed is one of the many distinguishing charac-

teristics of an energy system.

Envirormental impacts, such as excess waste heat, _re cal-

culated, and environmental contaminants rejected into the air and water

are noted along with solid wastes. The category of "other" social costs

involve poorly understood impacts due to environmental, resources,

political, etc., effects.
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Figure 6-_. Total Social Ccst Concept
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_ In this report, information is developed for each central _ _i__.--

| electric plant considering the complete energy system; i.e., the =

_ acquisition of materials and equipment necessary to build the plant, _
_ the construction of the plant and the fuel cycle facilities required to

! operate and maintain the plant. The seven stages of the energy system i¢

: are shown in Figure 6-2 along with _he social cost matrix. -Each major
i

type of central electric baseload power plant is evaluated for each

combination of social cost and stage of the energy system. I
, i

- This information generates a data base for a one-to-one

comparison of competing systems as regards total social cost, rather than

only the projection of co_ercia! economics for competing baseload

electric power sy_.=ems. These additional areas do not represent a

complete ]isting of energy system characteristics. Nor is the depth of

i analysis . msiCered definitive in each area. This study is an attempt

to organize in one place a number of important characteristics of these

plants on a conslscent basis so that at least a framework end some data

exist for evaluating the SPS_against likely competing energy systems.

It will be necessary in the final analysis to combine the various cur-
s

rencies (consumer dollars, Federal tax dollars, People Days Lost tons

of 'eel, tons of NOx, waste heat, catastrophic impact, impacts on life

st> , politlcal implications, etc _ inwf_¢ed in the different study
q

._ areas to reach a complete understanding of the impact of each energy

system.

6..'. RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION COSTS

Projected RD&D costs and estzmated date of commercialization

were determined for each of the electric generation systems considered

C' and are summarized in Figure 6-). The costs are simply the summation of

expected costs in constant 1975 dollars. It is not a present value in

_. ! 1975 dolla:s using an appropriate discount rate. The data for the con- _
!

I ventio..._lfossil and nuclear plants is from Reference 7. The solar i
I thermal RP&D estimate i£ based on information in References 27, 38 i

i through 4_ while that of the terrestrial photovoltaic is taken from !

I References 27, 38, 40, 41, 43 and 44, The orbital photovoltaic RD&D :

•[ cost estLmate is from Reference 28. ',
k

' _
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Figure 6-3 shows e_tlmated program funds that are directly

r-lated to a particular type of power plant system as well as the RD&D

expenses which generally support these power systems. Where appropriate,

these general support funds are equally distributed over all the types
..-

: of power plants that will benefit from the support work.

In comparing the conventional power plants, it is noted that

the total direct and support RD&D is about $1.5 billion for the coal

gasification with combined cycle conversion power plant. The other coal i
|

approaches are estimated to cost $i billion or less. The LWR and LWR-Pu _"

(not shown) is estimated to have a total RD&D of $1.6 billion by 1984 in -_

_ 1975 dollars. The direct RD&D for the LMFBR is estimated to require

$7 billion, and the total is at least $i0 billion.

The general support RD&D costs for the LMFBR are the largest _ :

i (3 billion). The LWR and LWR-Pu require about $1.2 billion each for i

' support RD&D for reactor environmental controls, fuel cycle environmen-!

tal controls, uranium enrichment and waste disposal. The three coal

plants require a support RD&D cost of $0.6 billion each for mining

health and safety, fuel cycle, environmental controls and plant environ- i

mental controls.

The total RD&D for the central receiver solar thermal plant i

has been estimated to cost $i.i billion through completion of the i00 MWe

commercial demonstration plant in 1985. The ground photovoltalcs has

been estimated to require from 0.2 billion to 0.4 billion dollars

including a 10 MWe commercial demonstration plant in 1985. This figure

assumes the equal sharing 0f the total low cost sillcon photovoltaic

program between two areas: the central power application and all other _

applications. The cost range shown in the table is based on a cost

learnlng curve range of 75% to 85% to reach the low cost sillcon module

cost goal of $0.50/Wpeak (1985).

The RD&D cost for orbital solar has been estimated to be

about $60 billlon leading to the creation of a 5 GWe plant by 1995

(Ref. 28).

The range of RD&D costs of the systems shown in Figure 6-3

vary by a factor of 200 from about $0.3 to $60 billion, To make the
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magnitudes of these RD&D cost estimates more understandable, a

methodology was developed which spreads these costs over the amount of

energy that is anticipated to be generated by the new commercial plants.

A levelized energy cost has been developed which assumes equal dlsburse-

merits of RD&D funds each year between now and the year of commerciallza-

tion. Since these fuads are a federal investment in an energy option,

the present value of these sums is 'calculated using a social discount

rate rather than market place discount rate. The social discount rat_

was assumed to be 10%, a rate often used by various government agencies

in evaluating potential projects (Ref. 9) H_e detaiied informati0n :

on the procedure used to levelize the RD&D ¢osts canbe obtained in

Reference 45. The projection of the rate at which these various types

power plants can be installed is shown in Figure 6-4 and the total _-
_ O f

national US installed electric generating capacity is taken from
=:

Reference AS.

Two bounding rates of successful power plant implementation

are shown in Figure 6-4. The lower one is based primarily on the LWR

nuclear precedent which achieved 40 GWe in 20 years after the first

commercial demonstration. The higher installation rate uses a similar

initial rate of power plants introduction, but uses very much larger

power plants (_5 GWe versus 0.I GWe). The higher rate is considered as

an upper bound for SPS sized plants (5 GWe/plant), while the lower rates

are more the lower bound for smaller ground solar plants (_0.i GWe/plant).

The resulting levelized energy cost for various amounts of

RD&D investment are shown in Figure 6-.5for the upper and lower rates of

implementation of new ground power plants Bud orbital power plants.

The energy cost is presented as a function of the time after commercial

implementation over which the RD&D charges are allowed to be paid back.

If one feels that ten years is a zeasonable amount of time to repay the

RD&D expenditures, the energy cost surcharge that would have to be

extracted from the generated energy over the fir_Jtten years would be

i0 mills/kWe=hr for an energy system costing $i billion at the lower

implementation rate. It would be 42 mills/kWe-hr for an energy system I

with a total RD&D investment of $60 billion at the higher implementation i ;

rate. If one used 30 years for the expected payback, the equivalent l

p
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energy cost would be less than i mill/kWe-hr and 8 mills/kWe-hr,

respectively. A summary of these results is shown in Table 6-1.

At an implementation rate betweeD the upper and lower

bounds, the equivalent energy charge for the LMFBR (SLOB) would be from

4 to 50 mi]is/kWehr for a payback time of i0 to 30 years_ The SPS

($60B) would h_ve an 8 to 40 mills/kWehr RD&D equivalent energy charge

for a 10-30 year payback time. Once the expected payback time is estab-

lished by the decision maker, the resulting equivalent RD&D energy

charge can be directly added to the utility cost of Secticns IV and V.

_ 6.2 RESOURCE UTILIZATION

For each electric power production system, estimates have

been made of the various resources tha_ the system utilizes. Resource

factors estimated include: (i) building materials, such as the concrete,

structural metal and pipe needed to construct the plant, (2) fuels

required for the operation and malntenance of the plant, (3) human

resources such as the number of man-hours required to construct the

plant, including skilled and unskilled workers, field supervisors and

Table 6-i. Summary of Equivalent Energy Cost of RD&D Dollars

Equivalent Energy Costs, mills/kWe-hr

Pa_back Time, yrs

!

Power System RD&D, i0 [
3O

Type SB
Rate of Plant Implementation

High 1 Low High 1 Low

Coal 1.5 i 15 0 1.0

LWR 1.4 1 14 0.2 0.94

Solar Thermal I.I 0.8 ii 0.! 0.74

Photovoltalc 0.3 0.2 3 0.04 0.20

SPS 60 42 800 8 40

10% social discount rate.
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engineers, (4) water consumption and (5) land utilization, including

land for the electrical power plant site, land associated with harvesting

the fuels, transporting the fucls_ upgrading the fuels, land associated

with management of the final waste and land needed for transmission of

i electric energy to the load center. Some land will be committed to the

i particular electrical power system only temporarily. Other land, such

_ as that used at a nuclear reactor site, or the land used for the storage

of high level radioactive waste, will be essentially permanently com-
i

mitted to these systems. Hence, the type of land use varies vastly from "_

• one system to another. Also of interest is the energy payback time for

each system. That is, the amount of time that the plant must operate to

pa_back to society the energy it took to form the materials needed for

_ construction and to maintain the supply of fuel. The last resource

category of interest is construction capital which was estimated in

Section IV. Table 6-2 presents a summary of quantitative data in each

of these resource areas. °

6.2.1 Material Requirements

Reference 7 presents the material requirement for four types

of fossil fuel systems and for four types of nuclear systems. The

material requirements are presented for both construction and for opera-

tion and maintenance. Reference 45 develops a similar data base for
!

: several solar thermal electric power plant_ such as: i) the central

receiver (power tower), 2) the parabolic dish collector with a small

heat engine on each dish, 3) the parabolic dish collector with steam

transport to a central Rankine steam plant, and 4) a photovoltaic [lant

using silicon solar cells.

These data are quite extensive and will not be discussed in

detail here. However, in order to make a generic comparison bet,,,eer
I

; the materials required to build different electrical power plants, five
i

widely different systems are compared (_.e., a light water reactor, a

coal fired system, a "power tower" central receiver, _ terrestrial

: _ phorovoltaic plant and the orbital plant). Table 6-3 shows the number

of tons (per megawatt of electrical power output of the plant) of
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steel, mechanical parts, concre _, silver (or silicon), glass and

aluminum required for these five systems.

: The major element in the _olar thermal plant is the hello-

star (mirror) which reflects and concentrates the insolation onto the

boiler. The material estimate is based on an early p_liminary design

by the Honeywell Corp. (Ref. 46); that design suggested a weight of :%

approximately 10.5 ib/ft 2 excluding concrete _n the foundation. More

recent designs are lighter (9 ib/ft2 from Ref. 47) e%en though they

still use glass and metal. A third but more speculative desiBn is based

on an aluminized mylar reflector in a clear tedlar dome (Ref. 48). This

design is very light (4 !b/ft2). it is not clear at this time which

heliostat design will be selected for commercial applications. The

10.5 ib/ft2 design has been used for the r_curce estimates to be conser-

vative; these resources may be reduced by approximately 60% if the

lightest design proves acceptable.

The solar thermal power plant requires about a factor of

"! 15 times the construction material than a nuclear plant and its fuel

cycle, and approximately 35 times the construction mate£1al of the coal

fired plant and the facilities for the fuel cycle. (It should be noted

that the coal plant with stack scrub requires 2.3 times the material as

_. the reference coal plant.) The photovoltaic plant requires about 1/3

of the material of the solar thermal plant. The SPS energy system

requires about the same amount of material as the LW_.

; The solar thermal power plants using the distributed dish

i: _ in various design approaches were very similar in weight to the central

receiver. Thus, only the central receiver type plant is displayed since

I it is typical of all solar thermal plants.

_ These differences in the amount of materials needed for

_ plant construction have several related impacts. One is the amount of

material itself which causes a drain on resources and may cause supply

shortages and escalate prices. In addition, there are health effects

• as a result of mining, transporting, anJ fabricating the material _nto

compo_ents and the eventual construction of the power plant itself,

I
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Since a solar thermal plant uses 15 to 35 times more materi_l than is

required for conventional plants, it ha_ greater material feint..

_. impacts.

By combining the weight of structural steel with mechanical

equipment requirement_ and estimating the total life cycle material

demands, the materials required per unit energy (MWe yr) that theJe

plants produce over a 30 year llfe has been developed and is shown in

_ _ Table 6-2. To give add_clonal information on the potential impact_ of

; chess material requirements, the percentage of current US production

(1974) (Ref. 49) is also shown in parenthesis in Table 6-2. The material

requirements assume _n inscall_tion rate of i0 GWe of electrical capa-

_ ciuy per year which is slightly over 2% per year based on today's

" capacity.

• _ As indicated by these results, terrestrial s_lar ?lants do

consume considerable amounts cf resources at r_e assumed rate of new

plant implementation• Glass (260% of current US proiaccion) and concrete

<30%) for solar thermal, and glass (_035) and aluminum (['q%) for ground

solar photuvoltaic a_e the major items. Thece rates of new plant con--

: structlon would not take place for at least 20 to 30 years after cc:_,er-

cializatlon and would not occur until after the year 2010. It woul6

probably be possible to develop the glass _r_ concrete production faci-

lities over this long a time period since the basic constituents of

these products are plentiful. Aluminum is not a_ plentiful, and some

substi£utlon u_ steel or other struc£ural material may be needed to keep

aluminum fr.?mbeing a restriction on implementation. The material

requirements {or coal, nuclear _.%dorbital plants are mor_ modest than

terrestrial solar and do not require large increases of cub'rent produc-

tion rates.

The abo_e comparisons have focused on the material requite-

• ments to build ths plant. Howeve _, they have not included any considera-

tion of the materials req1_ired to run the plant; that is, the fuels for

the plant. I. the .ase of the solar plant, the fue] is sunlight and

does not require extractlon, processing, or trsnsportatlcn in the normal

sense. Coal fired plants, on t,e other hand, require 3500 metric tons
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per megawatt-year of fuel to be handled (Ref. 50). Over the 30-year life

c;cle of a coal plan_, 105,000 metric tons of coal are required to con-

tinuously proouce i megawat= of electrical power. This weight of fuel is

-4, is significantly higher than the 6.1 tons/MWe-yr of material required for

coal plant construction or even the 7.9 tons/MWe-yr of dolomite needed

:oL sulfu_ .clean up. The total material requirements for a coal plant,

;-.eluding :el, is 3514 tons/_e-yr, which is 35 times the total material

r'_-uJrements for the solar thermal plant (305 tons/MWe-yr). Hence, in

terms of tons of material requirement for the coal plant and the solar

plant, one sees that t.e solar plant requires Ear less material over the

life c_cle of the plant.

Coal is a non-renewable resource while steel, aluminum,

glass, etc., are partially recyclabie since they can be reprocessed

with a fraction of the original energy req,,ired for new mining and

processing. This adds another dimension to material consideration since

we are deprYving future generations of the use of coal as a resource

for applications that depend uniquely on fossil _._terials. The

unnecessary ronsumption of non-renewable resources may appear indefen-

sible to future generations. Balancing the needs of the present versus

future generations is a difficult aspect of coal based systems. Uranium

also shares this feature with coal and is in much shorter supply when

used in a LWR than coal in this country. It may be difficult to connnit

to current types of LWR toward the end of this century due to potential

unavailability of uranium ore (Ref. 51). For nuclear electric power to

continue, a switch would have to be made to a thorium fuel cycle such as

the high temperature gas reactor (HTGR) or to a breeder system such as

; the LMFBR.

6.2.2 Land Resource Requirements

The land required for coal plants must include the entire

fuel cycle. This land is significantly greater than the sctual land

_ use_ at the power plant site. Based on coal mining averaged over

.' several regions (i.e., half Eastern deep mined and half Western strip
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mined), the land disturbed for the coal plant is in the range of 1950

m2/MWe_yr, m2/MWe-yrto 4670 All but 150 is for fuel re]ated land use

(Ref. 7).

It is possible to reclaim strip mined land in the West or

East. However, depending on a number of factors such as ground slope,

annual rainfall, the _ite specific ecology, acid water, etc., the time

it takes to reestablish the premining ecological balance could vary from

somewhat less than I0 years (Ref. 52) to not being possible at all

(Ref. 52). The allowable replenishment time assumed in this study is ,_-

, one _lant lifetime or 30 years.

The land presently used for the nuclear system is quite

small due to the much smaller amount of material mined at current ore

grades. However, as the uranium ore is depleted later this century,

the amount of land needed could rise substantially and approach the

values shown for the coal system. If the current ore grade of 0.25%

decreased to 0.01%, the amount of material mined would be approximately

equal to that of coal per unit electrical energy generated.

A solar thermal plant uses about 2000 m2/MWe-yr based on a

IOOMWe plant with 1.3 km2 of mirrored area, a 0.30 ground cover ratio

and a 0.70 annual load factor (Ref. 22). The land requirements are

43 _m2 (16.7 mi 2) for ten I00 MWe plants with a total rating of i ¢We;

the land area is all at the plant site.
I

The terrestrial photovoltaic plant area is 3800 m2/M_-yr due

to its low energy conversion efficiency, while the orbital solar photo-

voltaic plant requires 2200 m2/MWe-yr plus the land area needed at the

launch site. The ground rectenna size is 16 times the orbital transmitter

size. Such a rectenna size will minimize system cost, keep ionosphere

radiation levels to less than 23 mW/m2, and hold the microwave radiation to

levels which are within current US standards at the plant boundary (Ref. 29).

Thus the land requirement for a 75 km2 rectenna (for a 5 GWe plant) is

300 km2 this will keep the microwave radiation level8 down to 0.10 mW/cm 2

at the fence, (This radiation level corresponds to i/I00 of the current

US standard for continuous exposure to microwave radiation, but it is

i0 times the current Eastern E1tropean standard.)
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Using the Eastern European standard as the permissible

microwave intensity at the boundary, the plant area woul_ triple to

900 km2. At this power density, side lobe overlap of rectennas in the

same region may lead to substantial increases in land area requirements

above 900 km2 per 5 GWe plant.

Another aspect of land use is the amount of time that the

land will be used. The nuclear energy system uses some land for a

greater time period than the above assumed 30 years. In order to

provide perpetual storage of high level waste and other wastes for the

nuclear system, a storage area of about 1/1000 of an acre is required

per megawatt electrical year (Ref. 9). This figure does not include

a safety zone which would be pecessary around the perpetual storage
f

area. Assuming that this figure is accurate and that this land will

be used in this manner for a period of a million years, this represents

a commitmL_t of 1,000 acre-years per megawatt electrical year. This

translates to about 4 million square meter-years per megawatt year.

The corresponding number for the coal fired system over its lifetime is

0.i million square meters-year per megawatt electric year. Hence,

using this parameter (the land use area times the duration of use), the

nuclear system's land utilization becomes approximately 40 times

greater than that of the coal fired system and 67 times greater than

the land used by the terrestrial solar thermal power plant.

The land required by power transmission frGm the plant to

the load center is approximately 1000 m2/MWe-yr/1000 mi for overhead

±800 kV dc transmission. Based on the transmission systems suggested

in Section V, the additional land area required for each type of plant

has been determined and is shown in Table 6-4. These data are also

: summarized in Table 6-2.

6.2.3 Water Requirements

The availability of cooling water is becoming an increasingly

difficult problem for all power plants. If once-through cooling is used

: and the pre-1973 electric use growth rates (6% per year) are assumed

to continue, then the entire run-off of all rivers in the continental

;. US will be required to cool Power plants by the year 2050. By that
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time, most power plants will use wet cooling towers rather than once-

through cooling, and in some 1ocat_on_ dry cooling will be necessary.

A i GW power plant requires from 14 to 22 million m3/yr

(ii,000 to 17,000 acre-ft/yr) of water for heat rejection using wet

cooling towers based on current coal and nuclear power plants, respec-

tively. Once-through cooling uses a_ order of magnitude more water, but

it actually evaporates about one-half as much as a wet cooling tower.

: A dry cooling tower does not use any water to carry away heat rejected

! from the power plant. However, every plant must use some water to

account for steam losses from seals and other miscellaneous requirements

which amount to only i to 2% of the w_ter use of a wet cooling tower

_ (Ref. 53).

: _ The central electric solar power plants will most probably

; be relegated to the Southwest region of the country where good solar

insolation and lower cost, lower use land is available. In this part

of the country there are only two major rivers, the Colorado and the

Rio Grande. The water of both these rivers are overcommitted now.

Wells are the only other source of cooling water indigenous to the

region, but will not support sufficient power plants for a national

power source using current cooling techniques.

Water availability in the Southwest is relatively low• For

example, the maximum capacity of the four major water projects in

Southern California is 11.8 billion m3/yr (9 million acre ft/yr)

(Ref. 54). This is currently used for agricultural purposes and human

supplies. If 5% of this were made available for power plant cooling

using wet cooling towers, only 50 GW could be installed (at 0.70 annual

load factor). The 50 GWe would be 10% of the current national installed

! electric capacity• However, if dry cooling techniques were used, only

1% of Southern California water could supply enough power plants to meet

current total national electric needs.

i
For purposes of this study, wet cooling towers are considered

!

I for coal and nuclear plents, while dry towers are considered for solar

thermal plants. Costs and system efficienci_s used in Section IV were

/ i
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: based on dry towers for a solar plant and a wet tower for conventional

plants.

Using wet cooling techniques, both the LWR plant and the

coal plant would consume 24,000 and 9,200 m3/MWe-yr of water, respec-
3

tively, including the fuel cycle (Ref. 7). (One thousand m per year

is 0.765 acre ft/yr.) The solar thermal plant with hybrid cooling

(assuming 1/4 wet cooling use) would be 7000 m3/MWe-yr, while dry

cooling would reduce this to about 500 m3/MWe-yr (Ref. 53) exclusive of

mirror cleaning requirements. Cleaning the mirrors every 5 weeks would "_

increase the ground solar thermal plant requirements to about 900 m3/

MWe-yr with dry cooling towers.

The ground and orbital photovoltaic plant would use no

active cooling and would have relatively small water requirements

during operation and maintenance. The ground-photovoltaic would require

cleaning (approximately every i0 weeks) which amounts to 620 m3/MWe-yr

water consumption. The orbital system would use water for cooling

during the launch operations, and for rectenna cleaning. (The estimated
2

water requirements for solar collector cleaning per m of mirror area is

based on 0.75 gal per cleaning) (Ref. 55).

Although techniques are available to reduce water require-

ments to much lower than current use patterns (dry-cooling towers versus

once-through cooling), this is done with a performance penalty (-10% of

thr efficiency) and capital cost penalty (10-15%). Such penalties

would seriously affect the LWR plant since its thermodynamic cycle would

have the lower tolerance to increases in the rejection temperature due

to dry cooling. Solar thermal and coal systems would be less affected.

The ground and orbital photovoltaics power plants have minimum water

requirements and are least susceptible to water restrictions.

6.2.4 Manpower Requirements :

Manpower requirements can be separated into a number of

categories but only plant construction, plant maintenance and total

manpower are shown in Table 6-2. The manpower requirements for coal

and nuclear are taken from Reference 7, while those for ground solar
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plants are based on Reference 45. Orbital solar plant O&M manpower

requirements are from Reference 28.

The ground solar thermal construction manpower requirement

is about 1900 man hr/MWe-yr and is about 4 times greater than that for

conventional plants. At a plant installation rate of i0 GWe/yr, solar

thermal plants would require 200,000 people for construction, while

coal plants would need 43,000 people and nuclear 63,000 people for

plant construction. The operation and maintenance of power plants with

a total of i00 GWe of capacity would require about 67,000 men for the

solar thermal plants including cleaning the mirrors every 5 weeks

(cleaning manpower is based on 156 m2/manhour from Reference 55), while

15,000 and 9,000 men would be needed respectively at coal and nuclear

plants,

When fuel cycle related activities of mining, transport and

fuel processing are added along with material acquisition activities, the

ground solar thermal plant manpower needs are about 5 times the manpower

needs of the coal energy system (13 times the LWR energy system).

The ground solar photovoltaic plant uses less construction

material, and as a result, has less construction manpower. It is esti-

mated that 808 manhours/MWe-yr is required, a value which is about 1/2

of the solar thermal plant. Material acquisition manpower was not eval-

uated for the ground photovoltaic system.

In general solar plants require more construction, and opera-

tion and maintenance (O&M) personnel. The larger construction manpower

requirements would magnify the initial ("boom") impacts of plant con-

struction on the local and regional economy and social services. How-

: ever, the highe_ O&M requirements would lessen the post construction

("bust") letdown after construction. In addition, the solar energy system

requires more manpower during materials acquisition. Due to these greater

manpower needs, solar plants could either cause shortages if manpower was

limited, or if unemployment was a persistent problem, it would provide a

social benefit in creating additional Jobs.
t

i
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Conventional plants would be more distributed throughout

the country near populated load centers, while ground solar central

electric power plants would be, for the most part, located in the

sparsely populated Southwest. Therefore, solar plants would cause

redistribution of population from denser to less dense areas with

associated impacts and benefits.

The orbital power system requires 6680 manhours/MWeyr for
i

construction and 13.1 manhours/MWeyr for O&M (Ref, 28 with material acqui-

sition activities added). This is double the manpower the ground solar _ ---_•

thermal plants. _ •

6.2.5 Energy Payback Time

Energy requirements like resource requirements, have been _ !

included in the internal dollar costs of the energy system; however, it

is another characteristic of an energy system that can be helpful in d

describing its benefit to society. A long energy payback time means that

[ implementing a new energy source vigorously would cause an energy drain

on society for a long period of time before any net energy is available.

There are several possible ways to define energy payback.

The first is a static approach where the total energy payback time

is the time that a plant must operate to pay back the construction

energy and the operational energy needed over the entire plant life.

Another method is a dynamic approach and assumes an imple-

mentation rate for new power plants. The time it takes to generate net

energy from an increasing host of power plants is calculated; the con-

structlon energy is considered a debit as is the operational energy

taken from society to mai_taln the associated fuel cycle. Each plant's

net operational energy is applied to paying back the debit energy. This

I_ dynamic analysis could be performed for one or more plants.
i

Apparently, large differences in material energy intensive-

ness can result depending on where one chooses to set the boundary of

the problem. In the analysis performed in this report (based on data

from Ref. 7) the operational energy needed to maintain the £lel supply

extends back to the extraction process. However_ for construction
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materials, the analysis only includes_the energy required at the primary

material fabrication plant to convert the ores into finished material

stock. The material estimates of Section_6.2.1 are used-and combined

with the energy intensiveness of the materials based on an energy model

= ° described in Reference 56.

: Since the technologies employed for solar plants, coal

plants, and nuclear plants are vastl_different, one would expect to

find relatively large differences in their construction energy payba_k

• time. The energy required to replace the construction energy is shown i

in Table 6-5.

: In addition, both a coal and nuclear plant require energy i

from external power sources to maintain the fuel cycle. A coal plant i

r_qulres energy for mining and transporting coal, while a LWR requires I

energy to process the uranium ore into an enriched fuel. When the

energy required over the 30 year life of these plants is considered as

a single quantity, the operational energy payback time is 1.8 years for

the coal and 1.2 years for the LWR nuclear plant.

Table 6-5. Energy Payback

Energy Payback Time, yrs

Plant Type

Construction Operation (1) Total

: LWR 0.2 1.2 1.4

Coal 0.i 1.8 1.9

. _ Ground Solar Thermal 1.7 0(2)-(0.18) (3) 1.7-1.9

Orbital SPS 1.36 0.04 1.4

(1)Over the 30 year llfe of the system.

_2)Stand-alone solar plant.

t _

(3)Hybrldi solar baseload plant at load factor = 0.70 and re_ulrlng :
f 10% backup energy. .="

?
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'_ Thus, the total payback energy (construction and operation) '

is 1.7 years for a solar, 1.9 for a coal and 1.4 for a nuclear energy _

• system as shown in Table 6-5. Thus, these different systems are quite '

comparable in terms of their energy payback time. The energy payback time

for a satellite solar power system has been estimated to be 1.4 year, and

i is due primarily to the rectenna. The payback time would be i.i yr. if

steel were substituted for aluminum in the rectenna. The algebraic sum-

_ ming of the payback energy for construction and operation is a useful

• concept, but it neglects the time distribution difference of these two _*

_ quantities. The construction ener£y occurs prior to plant start-up while

_ fuel cycle energy occurs over the p_ nt lifetime.

!
' 6.3 HEALTH EFFECTS

i The health effects associated with each of the electrical 8

; power systems have been considered in terms of both public health _ - _

!¢ i

effects and occupational health effects. Furthermore, the health

/ impacts havebeen broken down into two categories: "routine" health

impacts and "catastrophic" health impacts. An example of a catastrophic

• occurrence is a core meltdewn of a nuclear power plant. The impacts _

Z i of more frequent, relatively less severe accidents, such as coal mine

_ disasters, are included under "routine" health effects. "Routine" in _

_! this sense merely implies that mor_ definitlve'health impact statistical

data are available.

: Health impacts have been examined for the complete energy

' cycle shown in Figure 6-2. This is especially important in comparing !
I

such different technologies as fossil fuel power plants and nuclear

, power plants with either ground based solar power plants or orbital _ r
• _ _

power plants. Since stand-alone solar power plants do not _se any fuel

other than sunlight, no mining, pr_cessing and transportation of the t
I

fuel is required during the operation and maintenance phase, k_en

i

hybrid solar operation is used to increase grid reliability to that of

_ . conventional plant_, then it is neccesary to charge the solar plant with i _

about 10% of the health impacts of the backup energy source (see Section

IV). Thus, the fuel related public health and occupational health

impacts of running a solar power plant ar_ relatively small. However,

solar power plants require about an order of magnitude more ma=erial to
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: _ construct the plant. Hence, the health impact of the solar power plant

during both the materials acquisition cycle and tileconstruction cycle !

i may be larger than that of either the fossil fuel or nuclear power ! _

plants. In order to properly understand the relative health impact of a "

given energy system, it is important to compare th_ health consequences

of the complete energy cycle for one System with the health consequences

: of other systems. The health effects are measured in terms of person

days lost (PDL), and usually sta=ed per unit energy generated; that is,

PDL/_e-yr

_.:s a A problem identificatlonmatrix is illustrated in Figure 6-6

It shows the followingrareas_o(eonCern:;.3:_!)=whois impacted (occupa-

;_ tIonal and public), (-2)how ghey.are impacted (accident, disease or '

_, _ death), and (3) the stages of_fuel cyc!e_.ktwhlch these impacts occur•

_,-.. In the case of both accidents and.dlse_esi no_ only is the

_ " incidence of these factors cons£dered, bUt also the severity is consi- _-
.:

'_ .... dered in terms of days lost associatedw_N_ _ '8iveficategory of acclden_

or disease/ For example, a scratched finger _y a_o_nt_for.a few hours- [

_ - of lost time, whereas a severe back inJur_ may account for years. In

the case of estimating _he impact of air p_ll_tion on public health,

:_ ,., an asthma attack is counted as a on_ day loss while a chronic reepira-

? tory disease _ymptom IS counted as a fi_e-day loss The total number

- of person days idstdue to diseases and accidents that are associated

' with a given energy cycle can be used as a_measure of the bealth i_pac_.

_ In the cae_ of _eath, a 30-year occupational los_ Is

assumed; i,e., one death is associated with 6000 PDL (30 years x 200

_ working days per year). This simplifying transformation is used even

_hough it can be convincingly argued that deaths and PDL are incommen- J

surable parameters. Certainly_ there is no broad societal consensus

on this matter. Therefore, deaths resulting from an energy system are
• also toCalled separately from PDL.

# I: Some deaths are due _ air pollution from the use of coal
.:c -.-t and are thought to be "premature" deaths, _,at is, deaths occ,:rring to |

{' older people with poor respire.tory systems who die several days, weeks

or even months before they ,_;.__!lY would. An accident such as •

_.Z .
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I nuclear core meltdown would cause deaths to people mo_e likely to be

*_ of average age and hea!th. Thus, if one considers the different c±rcum-

stances of age and health of the likely victims of these two public

_i health hazards, all deaths are not the same in some sense. However,

this difference in types of deaths has not been considered in this s_udy.

:I The death of a 60-year old person is treated here as fully equivalent

*_i to that of a 20-year old person.

In estimating the health impacts, both routine and cata-

. strophic, there is a wide TeriatJ :,L,in the data and the level of
i
,._ uncertainty in the analysis is quite high. The time scale over which

the effects take place is also quite different. For example, the

impacts associated with the oxides of sulfur emitted from a fossil fuel

power system take place over the scale of weeks whereas the potential

impacts associated with the storage of high level radioactive waste

*" could take place over the scale of hundreds of thousands of years.

"_ Similar vast differences among the electrical power systems

exist with respect to the impacts of possible sabotage. For example,

diversion of many coal cars woul_ have very little impact on our society

, as a whole; h,wever, the diversion of nuclear fuel and possible later

• _ conversio_ into weapons could have enormous impact.

Reference 7 modified by more recent information has been

• relied upon heavily for the health effects of the conventional power

systems, while JPL studies have developed additional data on the

materi_l acquisition cycle and plant construction for all types of p]ants

except the SPS (Ref. 45)_

6.3.1 Fuel Cycle Health Effects

Five of the sere,, stages in the l_te of the plant are

related to the fuel cycle. These specific stages are those which track

the fuel cycle (i.e., harvesting, upgrading, transporting, generating

electricity and waste disposal). As an _amp!e of the results of this

s_udy, the occupational, routine publ_c and lar_ Iccident health

impacts are shown in Figure 6-7 for the reference fossil and nuclear

plants. The range of values for accidents and disease are estimated
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for these two plants; coal is the low BTU gasification with combined

gas and steam turbines, and the nuclear is the light water reactor (LWR).

Deaths are included in the accident or disease category using 6000 PDL/

death as a conversion factor in Figure 6-7. The time frame is a projec-

tion to the year 2000. The estimates are based on historic data and

assume new developments in these industries which could affect health

and safety such as the new mine dust standards. The LWR system estimates,

however, are based on current high ore grades, and no allowance is made

fer decreasing ore quality and the increased mining activities which "_

will be necessary.

The r,mtine occupational and public health effects indicate

that coal plants have much greater routine impacts than nuclear plants.

The greater bulk of fuel that is mined for the coal plant compared to

the nuclear plant is clearly evident in Figure 6-7 as occupational acci-

dents. The disease rates due to mining activities are expected to be

lower than current rates due to anticipated implementation of coal mine

dust standards. This will gradually reduce pneumoconiosis (black lung

disease). Routine public impacts are much greater for coal plants than

; for the LWR. However, the reference coal plant which gasifies the coal

and burns clean low BTU gas in a combined cycle gas and steam turbine is

considered to remove 99+% of the SO from the coal. This is more than a
X

factor of I0 better than the equivalent value for a coal plant with stack

scrubbers (being implemented today). It is about a factor of I00 better

than the value for uncontrolled coal plants. Since the public health

impacts are proportional to SO emissions, the reference coal plant is
X

considered to Lave I/i0 and i/I00 the public health e2fects (at the

, power plant) of the stack scrub and uacontrolled coal plant, respectively.

The nuclear public impacts are evident in the large accident

category. This is based primarily on the Rasmussen report (Ref. 57)
i

modified slightly by recent criticisms (see note 6 in Table 6-6). The

range of uncertainty is quite large (3 orders of magnitude). In addition, 0

many effects have not been taken into account including non-fatal

' diseases, gene_ic effects of radiation, accidents due to sabotage or

diversion of nuclear m_terials, and accidents at other parts of the

f
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Table 6-6. Comparison of Coal, Nuclear and Solal Fuel

Cycle lealth Impacts

Person Days Lost/MWe-yr

Solar

Impact Area Coal (i) LWR

Stand-alone Hybrid

Occupational

- Accidents (2) 18-57 1.2-2.7 ? 3.2 (3)

- Disease 0.03-0.4 0.2-1.0 - 0.01

Public Routine

- Accidents (2) 4.5 0.08 - O.45

- Disease C4'5)-- 0.2-138 0.5-1.1 - 0.5

Public Large Accidents (2'6) - 0.003-10.8 (7) - -

Total 23-200 2-15.6 ? 4.4

Total Deaths/MWeyr x 102 0.34-2.5 0.03-0.23 - 0.09

?Small, but unknown at this time.

1 Low BTU gasification with combined cycle.

2 6000 PDL/death, 50 PDL/injury, and lO0 PDL/capcer, except for uranium

miners and accidents, whole body exposure only is considered.

3 Based on requiring 10% coal energy for extrs backup margin to meet

baseload plant reliability. Geometric average of coal range used.

4 Coal derived public disease from SO and particulates o_ly at powerx
plant. Nuclear and coal long-term wastes ignored.

5 Coal system produces mainly air pollution effects (premature deaths

and aggravation of heart and lung conditions). If remote siting and/
or very strict controls are implemented, coal train accidents become

dominant. Nuclear system effects are mainly cancers which would occur
after a decade or more.

6 Nuclear deaths based on NRC's WASH-1400 (Rasmussen report). Modifi-

cations as follows: Latent cancers included along with early fatali-

ties. Factor of 23 times per year for 30 yrs. Dose response risk is
twice that used and applies to latent cancers (BEIR report of National

Academy of Science). Variation of 1/2 to 2x for impact at different

sites. Uncertainty in WASH 1400 is from 1/30 to 15, _hese modifica-
tions to the WASH 1400 report increase the range from 1/35 _o 42000.

See EPA (1976), Yellln (1976), Von Hippel (1976), and'Biological Effects

of Ionizing Radiation, National Academy of Sciences, 1972.

7 Does not include genetic effects, non-fatal illness, sabotage, nateria]

diversion, and other reactor accidents.
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fuel cycle. These factors must be considered t_ "her with t|e

unquantified but important differences in the pubh q perception of

different kinds of risk, and they will affect the marg_ between clean

coal and LWRs. These results are summed up for the 5 rue related stages

and shown in the first two columns of Table 6-6.

The public health impacts of the operation and maintenance

phase for both the stand-alone ground solar thermal power systml and

the ground solar photovoltaic power system will be quite small compared

to any of the conventional electrical po_er systems. These systems

are not characterized by air emissions other than those _hat come from
# -

the evaporative cooling towers if they are .hSed. Liquid.wastes will be

associated with these systems; however, the_Health effects of these

wastes are thought to be very small compared .to the health impacts

associated with the air pollutants of coal systems. In addition, the

occupational health impacts during operation and maintenance are felt

to be negligible and are not quantitatively evaluated.

Major fuel cycle related h_._ith impacts of a fossil h>brid

solar plant do not come from the solar planL itself. Rather, they

derive from the extra utility grid backup margin that is required to

increase the solar plant reliability to that of non-weather dependent

power plants. The magnitude of thi_ extra backup margin energy for a

baseload sol_r plant (0.7 load factor) was shown in Figure 4-8_ to be 10%

of the rated energy requlrement. If the extra backup margin is based

on coal, then the solar baseload plant will produce about 10% of the

health impacts of a coal system. It is unlikely that a nuclear plant

will be used for a solar plant backup since a nuclear plant is unsuit-

able for this use. It is more likely that o:.ior gas would be used

for peaking backup. These fuels will tend to be unavailable toward the

end of the ceatury. Therefore, the extra backup margin is based on

usin$ coal in a manner similar to the reference coal plant, The coal

is gasified to low BTU gas and burned in an auxiliary boiler using the

existing solar plant turbine-generator equipment for energy conversion.

The solar plant fuel cycle health effects are compared to those of the

reference coal and nuclear plants in Table 6-6.
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This data for the h_alth impacts of the eight conventional

energy systems can be more easily visualized by using the health effects

flow diagram. Appendix B displays this graphic representation of the

five stages in the fuel cycle showing disease, deaths and accidents.

A broad interpretation of these results could be than even a

relatively clean coal plant has fuel cycle health effects that cuase

roughly i00 PDL/MWe-yr, while the effects calculated for a LWR nuclear

plant would on the average cause about i0 PDL/MWe-yr. The solar plant "

as a stand-alone plant has almost no fuel cycle health hazard. However,

when the extra backup margin is considered, then the solar plant has

some fuel cycle health effects. Using coal as the backup system, the

health effects of the solar plant are estimated to be approximately

5 PDL/MWe-yr and could vary from zero to 9 PDL/MWe-yr, this is similar

to the average health effects of nuclear systems, but is essentially one

order of magnitude less than the coal plant.

6.3.2 Material Acquisition and Construction Health Impacts

The two remaining stages of possible health impacts shown in

Figure 6-6 are the acquisition of construction materials and plant

construction. Due to the much greater material consumpt_c_ of ground

solar plants, consideration should be given to public and occupational

health effects which are a result of these activities. The public

health effects are derived primarily from the pollutants which are

generated when the basic material is formed in the steel, aluminum,

glass, etc., plants. However, the majority of the health impacts are

occupational and occur mainly in two stages: (i) the material acquisi-

tion stage which combines the construction material ore mining and the

primary material forming plant, and (2) the actual construction of the

power plant.

6.3.2.1 Public Health Impacts. In a manner similar to that used to

estimate coal plant public health effects (Ref. 7), only the SO -x

par,iculate effluent is used to calculate values for public disease and
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death. Using the material requirements displayed in Section 6.2, the

SO emissions are calculated from the production of steel, aluminum,
E

concrete, glass and mechanical components (Ref. 45).

Two case_ were considered. In the first, the primary

material production plants were a_sumed to be in remote sites; the

second case assumes that the production plants are in an urban area

with a population of 11.5 million people. The results of these two

cases are 0.5 to 1.5 PDL/MWe-yr for thermal power plants and 0.02 PDL/

MWe-yr for the photovoltaic power plant (Ref. 45). These types of

public health impacts for conventional plants are negligible since so

much less material is in _Ived. The data for the orbital solar plant

is not available at this time.

6.3.2.2 Occupational Health Effects. These effects are computed

for the acquisition of materials (mining and primary material fabrica-

tion), and power plant construction. Federal and California occupational

accident, illness and death statistics were used for 15 different

industries that would centribute to a power plant. Coal mining needed

for steel production (Ref. 45) was also included.

The results are shown in Table 6-7 where death, illness and

accidents are shown for the material acquisition and construction phases

for four power plants. The conventional coal and nuclear plants have

a relatively small contribution to their health impacts in these two

stages (i to 2 PDL/MWe-yr). Ground photovoltaic has nearly 3 PDL/MWe-yr

due to greater material requirements than conventional plants. The

ground solar thermal has nearly 6 PDL/MWe-yr due to its larger material

requirements. Thus, the greater m_terial content of the solar thermal

plant has translated itself into a several times greater health impact

during the material acquisition and construction stages.

The health impacts of all seven stages shown in Figure 6-6

have been combined and the results are presented in Table 6-8.
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6.3.3 Limitations of the Health Impacts Data

The solar plant health effects can be determined with the

most certainty since they are based on industrial statistics of acci-

dents, illness and death primarily. However, the attempt to use data

from many related industrJes may or may not prove to be an accurate

estimate of solar plant occupational health impacts. There may be

differences between a solar plant construction and other industries that

are not ap, went in this initial analysis. The solar thermal material

and health effects may be as little as 1/4 those quoted due to variations

in the design of the heliostat.

The new mine dust standards (Ref. 58) should essentially

eliminate health hazards due to mining related disease; in addition,

the reference coal plant will have reduced public hazard at the plant so

that it is on a par with other stages in tbe fuel cycle. However, the

data base for public heaJth effects due to SO -particulate is controver-x

sial and may prove to be in error by factors. In addition, there is the

currently unknown effects of other effluents such as CO, NOx, etc.

The LWR health effects are due to the public impacts of

nuclear power plant accidents, public radiation exposure from fuel cycle

operation, and occupational impacts from mining and plant construction

(Ref. 7). Power plant accidents are low probability-high damage events

that could result in more than I00,000 people uead (Ref. 7). This has

been converted to an average impact using the Rasmussen probability

study with some modification (see note 8 of Table 6-8). In addition,

the Rasmussen report does not consider a number of possibilities which

are very real such as sabotage, terrorism or blackmail related activi-

ties at the plant or with diverted material in the form of a nuclear

device. In this event genetic effects and non-fatal illness are not

considered.

The quantity PDL/MWe-yr has an ellusive quality to it and

an attempt has been made to translate it to a personal health impact

basis. The magnitude of thls parameter varies from 3 to 200 PDL/MWe-yr

for the plants considered, Using the average national per capita con-

sumption of energy, the number of hours per year someone is indisposed
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(sick, recovering from an accident, etc.) for each year's worth of

electricity consumed was determined. This quantity is called person

hours lost per person year of electricity use (PHL/person-year).

Although 12 kW (thermal) is consumed on a continuous per capita basis

for all energy uses in society (US), the continuous electrical consump-

tion is only i kWe. This translates to 0.001 MWe-yr of electric energy

each year for each person (MWe-yr/person-yr). The range of health
J

impacts which is 3 to 200 PDL/MWe-yr thus becomes 0.08 to 5.2 PHL/

person-yr. Thus, up to 5.2 hours of being indisposed by one or more _-

people can be caused by one year's worth of electricity for the average

person in the United States, based on a clean coal plant operating in

the year 2000. This 5.2 hrs is spread over _everal persons in both the

occupational and public section, and there is certainly no uniform

distribution of these health effects.

_ 6.3.4 SP£ Health Effects

Since the health effects of orbital photovoitaic power plants

were not evaluated in the SPS source references (Ref. 28,30), there is

no quantitative data available at this time. It is possible to identify

several potential problem areas for the SPS. Occupational health effects

will exist due to industrial accidents during material acquisition,

launch operations, space construction and operation as well as rectenna

construction and operation_ In addition to typical industrial accidents,

there is the potential that several unique occupational hazards exist

with the SPS due to extra vehicular activity in space, SPS space charge,*

the natural radiation environment In geosynchronous o_bit, the micro-

wave radiation environment near the transmitter, and possibly even near

the receiver on the ground.

SPS impacts on public health may occur through: (a) effects

on the atmosphere, magnetosphere, and space plasma environment due to

emissions by SPS launch vehicles, orbit transfer vehicles and on-orbit

mobility eleme_is; (b) biological/ecological effects at the rectenna

site, nationally and globally due to microwave radiation; (c) noise and

vibration effects of heavy-lift vehicle launch and recovery and (d)

possible effects of a launch abort. Basic data on these effects are

*Large voltage differences (w20 kv) will exist between the £PS and the

• magnetosphere at certain times of the day. i
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required. Data on public health impacts due to such effects must then

be developed so that the SPS energy system can be understood as well

as the terrestrial systems to which it is compared.

A number of these potential health impacts are presently

beimg evaluated at JPL and preliminary results should be available by

! the fall of ]977.

6.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS _h.

Each of the electric power generating systems is character-

ized by a variety of different land uses and water requirements (both

_ total water requirements and consumptive water requirements). These

data have been compiled and were presented in Section 6.2 on resource

utilization. Each system is also characterized by environmental

residuals such as air emissions, water pollutant effluents, and solid

wastes for each step of the complete energy cycle. These envlrcnmental

residuals can have a variety of impacts on human, plant aud animal life,

: in addition to strong aesthetic impacts on the land, rivers and seas,

/ and the atmosphere. Data for these environmental residuals are tabu-

lated (Ref. 7) for the conventional fossil and nuclear plants for each

_tage in the fuel cycle. However, the operation and fuel cycle of a

- stand-alone solar plant has relatively low environmental impacts. This

is especially true if d;y cooling towers are used which is most likely

after the year 2000. The environmental impacts due to air, water and

solid wastes come from the materials used to make a solar plant.

Impacts would include contributions from the mining, transportation of

material, manufacturing and final construction of the solar plant

(Ref. 45).

Table 6-9 lists the water, air and solid pollution data fo_

the candidate terrestrial power systems. For the most part, these are

expressed in metric tons/MWe-yr. The solar plants have almost no environ-

: mental pollutants with the exception of a modest amount ef particulates

from aluminum and concrete production.

. The coal system produces large quantities of pollutants;

the most significan_ are the acid, solids, particulates, NO and SO .x M
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Table 6-9. Environmental 7mpacts of Central Power Plants (i)

(tons/MWe yr) (2)

Ground Solar
Coal Stack Nuclear

Type of Pollutant Scrub LWR-Pu
Thermal Photovoltaic

Water Pollutants

COD (Chemical Oxygen - 1.2 N.D. C3_'- N.D.
Demand)

Other Dissolved Solids - 0.5 N.D, N.D.

Organic Substances - 0.2 N.D. N.D _.
Acid - - 660-55,000 -

Suspended Coal - - 0-8 -
Sludge - - 1.6-5.4 -
Non-radioactive - - - 260-4230

Radioactive (curies/MWeyr) - - - 0.1-4.5

Air Pollutants

Particulates 5.7 11.2 4.8-44.9 -

I NOx 1.0 - _4.3-2_.4 0.45
i SO - - 12.1-41.9 1.2

Hydrocarbons - - 0.8 -
CO 0.2 - 0.6-2.4 -

i Aldehydes - 0.2 - -
Toxic Metals - - 0.02 -

Radioactive (curies/MWeyr) - - - 4.7-600

Solid Pollutants

Non-radioactlve - - 1875-2316 105,000

Radioactive ....

i H_gn Level (liters/MWeyr) - - - 43-48

Low Level (liters/MWeyr) .... 1530
Intermediate Level - - - 30.7

(liters/MWeyr)

Buried Solids (m3/MWeyr) - - - 0.24
Tailings (curies/MWeyr) - - - 0.01-0.02 "

(i) No data available on SPS.

(2) No entry if less than 0.i ton/MWeyr.

(3) N.D. - no data.
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The coal gasification type plant would reduce the SO by an orde_ of
X

magnitude compared to the stack scrub system shown in Table 6-9. The

nuclear plant (LWR-Pu) has modest water pollutants, and modest low level

radloactive solid wastes (1530 lJters/MWe-yr).

The hybrid solar thermal power plant should be charged for

the pollution caused by the extra backup margin from a non-solar source.

For baseload operation, at 0.7 annual average load factor, the solar

plant is estimated to require about 10% backup energy (see Section 6.3

for a more complete d_cussion). Assuming that either coal or a coal

derived liquid or gas fuel will supply the backup energy source, then

the solar plant should be charged with 10% of the environmental impact

of the coa] system shown in Table 6-9. Thus, a hybril solar plant

incurs only one tenth of the environmental impacts of a coal system.

In addition to air pollutants, water pollu_ants and solid

wastes, waste heat is another environmental impact characteristic of

all power plants. Rather than just calculating the waste heat from a

plant, it is more appropriate to identify the excess waste heat. The

excess waste heat is that heat released at the plant that is in excess

of what would have been released if the plant were not there. For coal

and nuclear, all the heat rejected at the plant is excess waste heat as

it is for the SPS at the ground rectenna and in the atmosphere due to

the microwave beam losses. However, the ground solar thermal and

photovoltaics plants are using solar energy that normally would strike

the ground and heat the area to a certain extent. Some of the sunlight

is "bounced" (reflected) off the &round and sent back up into the sky,

while the remainder is absorbed by the ground. Part of this absorbed

energy heats the ground and surrounding air, while the rest radiates

to the surrounding environment at a longer wavelength than sunlight.

Under certain conditions, it is possible for a ground solar plant to

produce no excess waste heat. For instance, if the co1"ector field has

the appropriate efficiency and surface properties, it can act in a

similar manner to the undisturbed ground before the plant was built.

That i3, it can reflect solar energy and also remove energy via electri-

city in an amount that is equal to the solar energy that was orlginally

"bounced" off the undisturbed ground before the building of the solar
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plant. Under these conditions, the amcunt of energy r,m,aining due to

the various inefficiencies of the power plant would be the same magni-

tude as that originally absorbed by tLe incoming solar energy. Also,

it is possible to control the surface properties of the collector

_ structure or rectenna structure to minimize or even eliminate excess

waste heat on the biosphere.

If it is assumed (I) ' +t,a. the alb=uo (energy reflected

from r :_urface compared to the incident energy) of soils typical to the

Southwest is 0.30, (2) that the solar thermal plant has an vveraget

efficiency of 0.20, and (3) that the collector mirrors use frol_t surface

: glass with a reflectlvity of 92%, then the solar thermal plant rejects

only somewhat more energy than the undisturbed ground. The amo,,nt of

excess waste heat rejected per unit electrical energy generated for

various power plants is shown below:

Type Plant MW_-yr/MWe-yr

Coal (Gasification) 1.7

Nuclear (LWR) 2.1

Solar

Thermal 0.25

Ground Photovoltaic 1.5

Orbital Photovoltaic 0.25

The LWR is considered to have 32% plant efficiency, while the coal

plant has a 37% efficiency (coal to electricity). Potentially, the

low BTU gasification and combined cycle plant could have ef£iciencles

as high as 45% if technologies for gasification and high temperature

turbines improve as planned. The ground photovoitaic plan= is considered

to have a 13% module efficiency and has a cover glass over the photo-

voltaics. The orbital photovoltalcs rejects energy to the environment

; at the receiving antenna (rectenna), from the ground around the

rectenn8 due to microwave energy that m' sed, and some energy is

i absorbed from the microwave beam in the atmosphere above the ground.

i
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As can be seen in the table above, the solar thermal and

orbital photovoltaics reduce the excess heat burden in the biosphere

by nearly an order of magnitude compared to conventional nuclear or

fossil power plants.

Besides waste heat, the exact SPS environmental impacts are

unknown at this time. Several areas require investigation. These are:

vehicle emissions; interaction of the microwave beam with the magn_to-

sphere, ionosphere and atmosphere; biological/ecological effects of the "_

microwave beam; and noise from vehicle launch and recovery operations.

A number of other environmental issues are considered in

the next section.

6.5 OTHER SOCIAL IMPACTS

Throughout Section VI, the social costs for various central

power plants has been quantitatively evaluated in the areas of RD&D

expenses, resource utilization, and health and envircnmental residuals.

There are aspects of these parameters that cause social impacts that

do not lend themselves to quantitative evaluation, or if they do, the

meaning of the numbers is verv difficult Lo determine. These impacts

are called "other" social impacts. For example, it is difficult to

know the social cost of an event which presents a low average health

impact because of its low probability of occurring, hut has catastrophic

effects if it does occur (e.g., core meltdown of a nuclear plant).

Society's acceptance of catastrophic events where It has

little or no control over the event is lower than its tolerance of

more freque_.tbut low impact events that it may have some direct control

over. The question is, how great is the dlffere11_e in public perceptions

and how will this difference be translated into social cost. It may be

that a large nuclear _ncldent would be unacceptable to the public and

would shut down the nuclear industry for months and possibly years.

Such an impact would have the charac_erlstics of temporarily disrupting

the supply of a domestic source of energy.
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Characteristics such as discussed above do not lend

themselves easily to quantitative evaluation and thus have been included

in this section on "other" social impacts. Other examples are C02,

waste heat, and particulate generation. In these cases, reasonably

precise numbers can be generated for the quantity of pollutants, yet it

is difficult at this time to interpret the effect these pollutants

would have on climate which could have environmental _nd human health

impacts sometime in the future.

To deal to some extent with these types of characteristics

of electric power systems, a rather simple comparative evaluation is

proposed. Social cost areas of this type were identified and a rating

of low (L), medium (M), high (H) and very high (V) was given for each

type of central electric power system. Such ratings are only an indi-

cation of the relative magnitude of the social impact of a particular

impact area. The ratings are shown in Table 6-10, and a definition of

each impact is given below.

(i) Sabotage, Blackmail, Terrorism. Sabotage is an act

which destroys property or causes equipment to destroy

itself. Blackmail is using sabotage or threats of

sabotage, exposure, disclosure of confidential infor-

mation, etc. to obtain money, other property, politicalt

favors, etc. Terrorism could be the motivation for

acts of destruction for political or other ideological

purposes: anarchy or madness.

C2) Material Diversion to Weapons. The act of using

material, such as Pu-239, to make weapons by either

governments or terrorist groups.

(3) Catastrophic Impact of an Accident. Catastrophic

impact is a great calamity or destructive event,

whether it is measured in enormous loss of llfe,

disease or bodily injury, property damage, environ-

mental damage, etc.
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Tale 6-10. Summary of Relative Potential cf "Other"

Social Costs

[ L -Area Fossil Nuclear CrJund
Orbital

_oal Oil L_ L_-Pu _FBR HTGR [ Thermal I Photo ] Photo

Sabotage, Blackmail - L H V V R - - M

_terial Diversion - - H V V . N - - ?

to weapon

Catastrophic impact L L H V V H - - ? m_-
of above of accident

Duration of impact - L V V V V - - L

Military Vulnerability - V ..... H

CO_ and partlcu)ate H H .......
em_ssions

Acid rain H H .......

ret therml emission H H V V H H L H L

_ng Te_ Toxic Waste - .- V V V V - - -

Microwave ........ ?

_gnetospherlc, ........ ?

Ionospheric and

Stratospheric

Noise ........ H

Life Cycle _ss V V L L L L M M ?
Utilization

Non-Renewable V V V H L M L L L

Resource Use

Land Use

• Area H M L L L L H H H

• Area x Time L L V V V V L L L

Local Disruption

• Construction M M M H M M H H N

• Operation H M L L L L M M M

Interference

• Comunications ........ ?

• Radio Astronomy ....... ?
)

i Aesthetic Impact H L - -. - - M N ?

Legal, Liability - - H H H H - H

Key: L - Low H = Hi_ - = Nil or Little

M = _dium V - Very High

T
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(4) Duration of Impact. Duration of impact is the length

of Lime the effects will last. Each type of problem

is different, in the case of fossil fuel it could be

only months or a few years but with nuclear power

plants, it could be a matter of thousands of years.

(5) Military Vulnerability. Susceptibility of a power

plant to destruction or curtailment of its operation

by a foreign nation or subgroup. Examples would be

a) oil embargoes, b) aggressive action against a

power station or action against enrichment plants, or

c) potential for giving the appearance of accidental

destruction of an orbital power plant by an orbital

collision.

(6) CO2-Particulate Emissions. These are expected

emissions from any fossil fuel power plant3; both of

these could have profound effects on global climates.

(7) Acid Rain. Acid rain comes mainly from the SO2 emis-

sions of a power plant _hen the SO2 contacts water

vapor and changes int_ sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and

sulfurous acid (H2SO3). This acid will then rain

onto the property downwind from the plant and cause

environmental and crop damage (Ref. 59).

(8) Excess Thermal Energy EmiLted. _ 3ecause the power

plant is a beat source, the excess thermal energy is

that heL,i that the power plant emits greater than what

would normally be rejected to the atmosphere if the

plant were not there, Th_s has the potential of long-

term c_imate change.

(9) Long-Term Toxic Waste. Wastes that can produce human

health or environmental impacts for long-term time

period; e.g., radioactive wastes.

_i0) Microwave Radiation. A comparatively short electro-

magnetic wave which has the potential to cause human
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impacts, terrestrial and atmospheric environmental

impacts.

(Ii) Ma_retosphere, Ionosphere and Stratosphere Impacts.

The magnetosphere is a region of the upper atmosphere

that surrounds the earth, extends out for thousands

of miles, and is influenced by the earth's magnetic

field so that charged particles are trapped in _t.

The ionosphere is a section of the atmosphere that

contains a large number of free electrons extending

from about 80 km to about 300 km. The stratosphere

is a region of the atmosphere of nearly constant

temperature about the lowest region of atmosphere,

between the surface and 20 km. Due to pollutants or

microwaves, environmental impacts may be caused in

these regions.

(12) Noise. Undesirable sound that can have human health

effects. This sound can be from turbines, boilers

and cooling towers and from SPS vehicle launch and

recovery.

(13) Life Cycle Mass Utilization. This is the amount of

material used over all the phases in the life of the

plant.

(14) Non-Renewable Resource Use. This is the use of a

resource that cannot be replaced; e.g., a fuel such

as coal or uranium.

(15) Land Lse. Area: land used by an electrical power

gererating system over its entire fuel cycle and con-

struction material acquisition cycle. Area x Time:

the product of the area and the time this land will

be used.

(16) Local Disruption. Boom-bust cycle disruption on local

and regional social fabric during construction, and has

impact on economic, social services, crime and quality

of _ife in general.
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(17) Operation. The impact during the plant operation

phase over a much longer time period (330 years) which

will create permanent jobs and economic stimulation

and increased development. Adverse impacts could

include over-developments, increased population,

overuse of limited recreation.

(18) Interference. Communication confusion of received

radio signals due to noise created by microwave beam

from power stations, or from transmission lines.

(19) Radio Astronomy Interference. Limiting or destroying

ability to do earth based radio astronomy.

(20) Aesthetic Impact. This is an indication of how much

the power plant, mine_, transmission lines, etc.,

change the _latural appearance of the land area or sky

view.

(21) Legal-Liability. There could be legal difficulties

due to regulation, international law, etc., or

liability difficulties when there is the potential

for damage and insurance coverage is a problem.

Table 6-10 indicates the rating given each plant in each of

these areas. The first four areas, which have to do with sabotage,

material diversion to weapons, catastrophic impacts and duration of

impacts, mainly affect nuclear power plants. The ratings are either

high or very high. For nuclear plants, much speculatien on these dangers

is available publicly.

The only other entries of note in these categories of Table 6-10

are those associated with the orbital power satellite and are based on its

unique characteristics. It has sabotage and blackmail potential which

: could result in plant destruction with economic and power shortage

effects. The SPS also has military vulnerability and military potential

that could result in possible retaliation by the owner nation or nations.

This possibility may necessitate interllational cooperation in designing,

building and operating and owning an SPS.
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The SPS also has a potential for major impact due to launch

aborts where a large vehicle (perhaps 3 times the Saturn V) unintention-

ally impacts a populated area. Further study would have to examine these

SPS related areas.

The oil system is very susceptable to interruption militarily

and will be increasingly so until the resource depletes early next century.

The next category of other impacts is C02-particulate emis-

sions and acid rain which are residuals of fossil plants. The particu- ""

lares and acid rain can be controlled to some extent. They will be

reduced in the reference coal plant since about 99% of the sulfur is

removed, and a gas is burned in the power plant. The effect of CO 2 and

particulates on global climate is difficult to asses, as is the effect

of acid rain on human health and vegetation.

Thermal emission effects are a characteristic of all energy

systems and the magnitude of excess waste heat was indicated in

Section 6.4. Even the generated electrical energy should be included

along with the excess waste heat, since it eventually becomes heat.

Power plant heat islands, or increased moisture if wet cooling towers

are used, will have some impact on local climate. The magnitude and

nature of the impact are very s_te specific. In general, power plants

used to sustain human activities contribute to the global heat burden.

With continued growth, this heat burden could reach a significant

fraction of global solar input in several centuries with profound global

effects. Apprcxlmately 0.01 of global solar input could be reached by

2070 at 5% growl:h of energy use (Ref. 60). The LWR system produces the

most net thermal emission since it is least efficient. Fossil, advanced

reactors (LMFBR, HTGR) and ground photovoltaics have less excess neat

emissions which are an order of magnitude less than the LI_ system.

Although the relative magnitudes were shown earlier the long-term climate

effects are unknown.

Inng term toxic waste is a problem of nuclear systems; some

waste products have to be confined outside the biosphere for more than

100,000 years if they are not transmutated to substances with shorter

half lives. The length of time and the toxicity of the wastes in cer-

_- ta!n forms contribute to the secial impacts.
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The effects of microwave radiation on the upper atmosphere

are limited solely to the orbital powor system (SPS); these effects and

their impacts on the environment, flora and fauna, and public attitudes

toward SPS are currently unknown and require investigation.

The transportation system for the SPS will introduce pollu-

tants at every level in the atmosphere, ionisphere and even the magneto-

sphere. The nature and magnitude of these effects are unknown at this

time and require investigation.

Noise potential is associated with launch and recovery of

SPS heavy lift launch vehicles (HLLV). Noise levels, launch frequency

and types of vehicles and the number and location of sites for launch

and recovery are currently unknown. Study is required to provide a

basis for design to minimize the noise potential.

Table 6-10 also indicates that life cycle mass utilization,

including fuel and construction materials, are greatest for fossil

systems. It has medium impact for ground solar systems while nuclear

systems have low impacts.

The use of nonrenewable resources is greatest for fossil and

LWR systems. The breeder reactor would have low impacts at high breed-

ing ratios as would solar plants since most of the materials can be

recycled. Depriving future generations of nonrenewable fuels is a

difficult impact to assess. Another nonrenewable resource is geo-

synchronous orbit locations. Many satellites now and many mcre in the

future will use this very attractive location for communications, earth

survey and other possible applications. This is a limited resource and

there would be competition for varied uses. This space is presently

controlled by international bodies ant their permission would be

necessary for SPS use. Communications frequency is a]so a limited

commodity. The SPS will use only one frequency but may spill over into

a host of other frequencies and produce radio frequency interference

I (_Ft).

The product of time multiplied by the land area used results

in a reversal of the land use impacts of all the systems. This factor

introduces the difficulty of considering the time distribution of impacts.
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The next category of "other" social costs in Table 6-10 is

local disruption during the construction phase; it is pote_itially large

for ground solar systems due to the greater material and land require-

ments. There are similar potential impacts for SPS system due to

rectenna and launch complex construction. The local disruption of the

coal and nuclear plant construction is probably lower than the solar

systems due to lower material and land requirements. Continued coal

mining would sustain high impacts during operation.

The communications and ratio astronomy interference by the

microwave subsystem of the SPS is unknown at this time. There would

also be some optical astronomy interference from an SPS since it would

be in a stationary orbit in relation to the ground.

The aesthetic impact of coal mining is high while there may

be mixed response to the night visibility of the SPS against the back-

ground star field. The large area ground solar plants would change the

appearance of large sections of the Southwest areas. Nuclear plants

are compact and clean looking and should have little advcrse visual

impact.

The last category in Table 6-J0 is the legal-llability area.

For the SPS co_ercial rights in space, as well _s use of the limited

resource of a synchronous orbit position will require resolution. Com-

munications frequencies, and perhaps international agreements on weapon

systems in space will have to be addressed. There are legal and regula-

tory aspects of a power system that is multl-state in nature since the

SPS could transmit to different _2ctenna_.

The liability area may become an increasing difficulty for

nuclear systems due to the large potential damage from LWR c_re melt-

down or LMFBR nuclear explosions which are not contained. For public

acceptance and low liability, radio frequency interference (RFI) due to

the SPS microwave beam will have to be demonstrated to be within accep-

table limits. Launch accidents with large potential loss of llfe may

cause problems for the SPS similar to the nuclear plants and require

study.
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This preliminary compilation of "other" social costs is

useful only in identifying some issues which could have a very strong

hearing on the social acceptability of these power systems. A more

careful development of these and other social costs is necessary and

should be the subject of future work.
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APPENDIX A

ECONOMIC METHODOLOGY

The equation ased to calculate the present value (PV) is:

PV = (1 + gx) p X° 1 - +
X - gx .

if k _ gx

' PVx = (i + gx)p XoN

if k = gx

where

gx escalation rate for a particular recurring cost area

P = Yco - Yp

mYco first year of commercial operation

yp year that goo_s are priced

X° = cash flow in Yco year in yp dollars

k m average after tax cost of capital

N " plant lifetime

This lumped present value is then annualized (1) the same way the inltial

capital outlay is annualized by using a capital recovery factor (CRF).

This is a function only of the discount rate and years of operation as

shown below:

k
CRF -

I - (l + k)-N

iAnnualized Cost - The annuity or uniform s_ream of annual payments over

the system lifetime, which has the same present value as the totality
of all system resultant costs.
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Thus, this is not a first year of operatlon energy cost

calculation. Rather, it is the weighted average cost of energy over the

llfe of the plant. This is important when comparing different plants

especially one that is capital intensive (such as a solar or nuclear

plant) to one that is much less so (such as coal or oil). The escala-

tions that occur over the plant life are considered, and a more accurate

assessment is made of the real cost of energy from the plant.

The constant annual payment (reassessed in base year dollars)

due to borrowed capital, taxes, "other taxes" and insurance Js

-- g)-d
ACcapita I = (1 + F-_ • Cl

i where

g = rate of inflation

d = Yco - Yb

Yb = the base yeer for constant dollars

CI = present value of capital expenditures

m

FCR is the annuallzed fixed charge rate an/

1 "r

FCR ", _(CRF -_,) + _1 + [52

where
<

7 = effective income tax rate

¢

_1 = annual "other taxes" as fraction of CI

_2 " annual insurance premiums as fraction of CI ',

The cost of capital k, is computed as

k = (i - V)kdD+v Kc_+C kpPv

- A-2
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where

kd = annual rate of return on debt

k = annual rate of return on common stock
c

k = annual rate of return on preferred stock
P

D/V = ratio of debt to total capitalization

C/V = ratio of common stock to total capitalization

P/V = ratio of preferred stock to total capitalization

Therefore, the total annual payment is

_-- (I+ g)-d_. Cl +CRF (PV +PV +PVf)o

where

PV = present value of recurrent operational recurring costso

PV = present value of recurrent maintenance recurring costsm

PVf = present value of recurrent fuel recurring costs

The energy cost is

AC mills/kNehr
EC = PL 8760'

where

P - rated power, me

L = average annual load factor (actual generated energy/

8760 x rated power)

Refer to Refereuce 2 for a full treatmen_ of this economic

methodology.
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APPENDIX B

HEALTH EFFECTS FLOW DIAGRAMS

In order to increase the ease with which one can auto!re an

understanding of both the overall health impacts cf a given fuel cycle,

and also the relative contributions of each component of the fuel cycle,

a new "Health Effects Flew Diagram" was designed. This diagram depicts

the health impact parameters (death, accident or disease) of a particular ._

fuel cycle suage as a set of tubes coming from that stage, the stages are

fuel harvesting, upgrading, trlnsporting, conve slon to electricity and

final wastes and is besed on the 6 ta in Reference 7. The width of a given

tube is proportional to the mpact of that stage. In Figure B-_, the _cci-

dent tubes are cross hatched, and the death tubes are simply left unmarked.

In subsequent figures, the tubes representing disease impact are speckled.

The health impact of a given fuel cycle step, for example

harvesting, will vary considerably depending on the particular technol-

ogy used to extract the fuel, the relative degree of safety consriods-

ness of the corporation, the training of the miners, etc. Two _ubes"

are shown for the health impact of each step of the fuel :ycle; the inner

tube indicates a numerical estimate of the "reasonable" lo,;er ixmits for

a given health impact parameter. The outer tube is a numerical estimate

of the "reasonable" upper limit of health impact for a partlcula, Euel

cycle step. An illustration of the annual death and acclden_ impact of

the transportation phase of the fuel cycle for a 1,000 megawatt electri-

cal coal fired electrical power system is shown in Figure B-I. Thi_

figure indl. tes a lower estimate of 2.3 deaths per year due to the

transport of fuel and an upper estimate of 5.7 deaths per year due to

the transport of fuel. Also shown is an upper estimate of 5,120 person

day_ lost (PDL) per y_r due to accidents during transport cf the coal.

A lo%_r estimate of 520 person days lost due to accidents during trans-

port is also shown. This approach provides a highly visible display of

the area health impacts of a given phase of the fuel cycle.

In order to understand the health impacts of a complete _uel

cycle, it is important not only to understand the impact of each phase

of the fuel cycle as shown in Figure B-l, but also to understand the
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overall impacts of a given fuel cycle. In order to do thi_, the :ubes

for a given health parameter from each process phase are combined to

display the cumulative impact of the process steps. This is analogous

to the width of a river increasing as tributaries flow into it. As an

example of this technique, the annual deaths associated with a single

1,000 megawatt coal fired electrical power system with llme flue-gas

desulphurization are shown in Figure B-2. The harvesting step shows

0.8 deaths per year as the lower limit, and 2.3 deaths per year as the

upper limit. These deaths include the impacts of mine cave-ins, explo-

sions, and other catastrophic mine accidents, as well as the deaths due

ce black lung disease; i.e., pneumoconiosis. The death impact of the

upgrading of the coal (that is, the crushing and cleaning of the coal)

varies from 0.02 deaths per year to 0.04 deaths per year. Its impact is

considerable smaller than that of the harvesting step.

In transporting the coal to the power plants, deaths occur

due to accidents and involve not only workers but also the public. Colli-

sions at rail-crossings between autos and coal trains are included in

this category.

The deaths associated with the conversion to electricity

step (i.e., burning of coal to produce electrical power) varies from a

lower estimates of two deaths per year to an upper estimate of thirty-

six deaths per year. The lower limits are obtained by assumming that

the power plant is located at a remote site that is more than 50 miles

away from an urban center, that the flue gas scrubber removes 90% of the

SO2, and that the least case estimates of the health effects of SO arex

used. The upper limits combined the assumptions that the power plant is

located in an urban site which has a regional population of approximately

50 million people, such as the New York, New Jersey, Connecticut area,

that th_ flue gas scrubber removes 80% of the SO2 and that the worst case

limits of the health effects of SO are used. Similarly, the impact ofx

the air pollution from the final waste (burning coal mine tailing banks)

is estimated to range from 0 deaths per year to 13 deaths per year. The

death streams from each phase of the fuel cycle flow into the upper hori-

zontal stream which shows the cumulative death impact of this system for

each stage in the process. The upper limits are obtained by adding the

upper limits of each phase of the fuel cycle.

f_
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Diagrams similar to Figure B-2, can be drawn for the number

of person days lost due to accidents, and also for the number of person

days lost due to disease. In order to provide a comprehensive overview

of the health impacts of the fuel cycle, flow diagrams for deaths, acci-

dents and diseases are superimposed in Figure B-3. Hence, this figure pro-

vides an overview of the "Routine" annual health effects associated with

a 1,000 megawatt coal fired electrical power system with lime flue gas

desulphurization.

It should be pointed out that the assumption has been made

that the lime flue gas desulphurization scrubber removes between 80 and

90% of the sulphur in the flue gas, this performance is considerably

better than that of the typical power plant today. Since the typical

power plant does not have a scrubber to remove the sulphur oxides. It

should further be noted that the calculations of deaths and diseases from

the conversion to electricity phase of the fuel cycle includes only the

health impacts of oxides of sulphur. Other pollutants such as oxides of

nitrogen, ozone and carbon monoxides also have an effect but are not in-

cluded in this analyses. In calculating the person days lost due to

disease the following assumptions have been made:

• an aggravation of chronic respiratory disease, results

in 5 days lost.

• an asthma attack, results in an average of i day lost.

• respiratory disease in children, result in a lost of

i day.

• aggravation of cardiolpulmonary disease results in

i day lost.

The routine annual health effects associated with a 1,000

megawatt coal fired electrical power system with fluidized bed combus-

tion are shown in Figure B-4. A quick comparison of Figure B-4 and Fig-

ure B-3 reveals that the number of accidents for the two systems is iden-

tical, since same amou_it of coal must be harvested, upgraded, transported,

converted to electricity, and disposed of as final waste. The deaths

estimates are also identical with the exception of the deaths due to

conversion to electricity are decreased since the fluidized bed system
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is more efficient in removing sulphur. The assumption has been made that

between 90% and 95% of the sulphur is removed by the fluidized bed desul-

phurization system. This also causes a significant decrease in the per-

son days lost due to disease associated with conversion to electricity.

Hence, the coal fired system with fluldized bed combugtion is superior

to that of the coal fired system with lime flue gas desulphurization

from a health point-of-view.

The "routine" annual health effects associated with a 1,000

megawatt electrical power system fired with low BTU gas with combined

cycle combustion are shown in Figure B-5. Once again, the person days

lost due to accidents for the low BTU gas system appears to be very simi-

lar to the results presented for both the fluidized bed system and the

flue gas desulphurlzation system. The reason for this similarity is that

the accidents due to mining and transporting coal contribute signifi-

cantly more person days lost than accident assoicated with either coal

gasification, or conversion to electricity. In the example shown in

Figure B-5 the assumption has been made that the coal must be transported

to a coal gasification plant which is co-located with the electrical con-

version plant. If the mine, gasification plant, and the electrical power

generation plant were co-located, then the public accident impact could

be decreased to approximately zero. However, this type of co-location

may not always be possible due to such factors as shortages of water

which may be required for the coal gasification process, economic and

environmental considerations. The coal gasification process is assumed

to be quite efficient in removing sulphur. The sulphur removal effiz

ciency is thought to vary between 98% and 99.7%1 Hence, the deaths asso-

ciated with conversion to electricity are now estimated to range between

0.1 to 3.7 deaths per 1,000 megawatt-year. These death estimates are

significantly smaller than those estimated for either the scrubber or

the fluidlzed bed systems. Similar large reductions are also shown in

Figure B-5 for the person days lost due to disease. These numbers ace

i now estimated to range between 170 and 113,000 person days lost per

1,000 megawatt-year. We currently do not have sufficiently accurate

data available to estimate the occupational health impact assoc±ated

with coal gasification. The National Institute of Occupational Safety

and Health, "NIOSH", is in the process of funding two programs in this
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area. Based on the health information available, the low BTU system is

preferable to both the fluidlzed bed system, and the lime flue gas

desulphurization system.

The "routine" annual health effects associated with a 1,000

megawatt residual fuel oil fired electrical power system with lime flue

gas desulphurization are shown in Figure B-6. This system is included

in the report for the sake of completeness; however, it is expected that

due to problems of scarcity and price of oil near the end of this cen- "_"

_ury that the use of oil for generating electrical power will be decreas-

ing. Figure B-6 shows that the residual fuel oil fired system is char-

acterized by a dramatic decrease in the number of person days lost due

to accidents. A residual fuel oil system indicates a total of approxi-

mately 700 person days lost per year due to accidents. This compares to

approximately 12,000 person days lost per year due to accident for any

of the coal fired systems. However, this advantage is accompanied by

the disadvantage that the fuel is assumed to have between 0.6 and 1%

sulphur by weight and the plant sulphur removal efficiency varying from

0 to 90%. _lese two factors caused the total deaths and person days lost

due to disease for the residual fuel oll system to be quite similar to

the values shown in Figure B-3 for a coal-fired system with lime flue

gas desulphurization.

: Nuclear Systems "Routine" Health Impacts

We shall now contrast the "routine" health impacts of the

previous fossil fuel systems with those impacts associated with nuclear

electric power systems. The nuclear systems ccnsldered will be the

following:

• Light water reactor with urani_ recycle.

• Light water reactor with plutonium recycle.

• Liquid metal fast breeder reactor.

• High temperature gas reactor.

To compare the contributions of each step in the nuclear

fuel cycle to the "routine" health effects, the scales used for deaths,
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accidents, and di_ease_ had to be reduced considerably from those used in

the fossil fuel examples. The death scale is reduced by a factor ef 60.

The accident scale is reduced by a factor of 17, and the disease scale

is reduced by a factor of 62,000. These reductions were required in

order to be able to display the relative contribution of various phases

of the fuel cycle for the nuclear power system.

It should be pointed out that these "routine" annual health

effects do not incluUe any impact at all due to possible catastrophic

accidents at the Isotope separation plant, at the nuclear power genera-

tion plant, during transportation, or during either interim or perpetual

storage of the high level radioactive wastes. Very little data is avail-

albe in many of these areas. The Rasmusen Report, Ref. 57, treats only

the impact of the nuclear power plant itself in terms of a probabilistic

analyses of th_ likelihood of given events taking place, and the severity

associated with such events. This report is currently the center of con-

siderable controversy. Hence it is once again _,phasized that the dia-

grams to be shown only include "routine" annual health effects, and do

not include effects of a catastrophic nature or effects associated with

perpetual storage of radioactive wastes.

in this nuclear fuel cycle the upgrade dual phase includes

conversion of U308 to UF6, Isotope separation, conversion and fabrication

of fuel rods. The final waste phase includes: I) 150 day storage of the

spent fuel rods, 2) shipment of the spent fuel rods to a reprocessing

plant where the U235 and possible plutonium are removed from the spent

fuel rods to be sent back into isotope separation, 3) interim 5 year

storage of high 2evel waste and 4) shipment to a Federal repository for

perpetual storage of high level and other wastes. It should be pointed

out that this definition of final waste does not include any radioactive

waste that is associated with deactivation of any of these nuclear elec-

trical power systems.

The "routine" annual health effects associated with a 1,000

i megawatt light water reactor (LWR) _lectrical power system are shown in

Figure B-7. The principle contributions to person days lost due to acci-

dents occurs duzing the mining operation. These losses are quite com-

parable to t}ose shown previously for the residual fuel oil system.
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Figure B-7 indicatc_ a maximum of about 0.50 deaths per year

for the light water reactor system. This is a factor of six less than

the minimum estimate for the low BTU gas fossil fuel system. The person

days lost due to accidents for the light water reactor system are also

significantly less than those associated with the fossil fuel system.

However, this is based on the assumption that Uranium ores remain at

today's high concentrations. In the future, lower grade ores will be

mined. Since the number of accidents is a function of the amount of

material mined, there will be an increase in the accident person days

lost.

An examination of Figure B-7 indicates that the upper l_mit

of annual person days lost due to disease associated with the light water

reactor i_ approximately 31. This upper limit con_ra_t_ with tilelower

limit estimatrd for the coal fired electrical power system _ith lime

flue gas desulfurization of about 5000. Hence the "routine" disease

impact of the coal syotem is at least i00 times worse then the "routine"

disease impact of the light water reactor system.

If Plutonium is recycled from the reprocessing plant back

into the fuel rods, the estimated health impacts might decrease slightly.

For example, the person days lost due to disease is decreased to approx-

imately I)compared to 42 for the light water reactor. The "routine"

annual health effects associated with a i000 megawatts light water re-

actor electrical power system with plutonium recycle are shown in Fig-

ure B-8. The number of total deaths for this system is about 0.3 deaths

annually which represents an improvement over the light water reactor.

The accident rate, in terms of person days lost per year, Is approxi-

mately the same for both systems. Hence the light water reactor with

plutonium recycle represents a slight improvement over the plain light

water reactor from a "routine" heaJth polnt-of-vlew. This system may be

not be an unmixed blessing however, due to potential problems associated

with sabotage and diversions of the plutonium.

, A Health Effect8 Flow Diagram for the "routine" annual health

effects associated with i000 megawatts electrical llquid metal fast

breeder reactor electrical power system are shown in Figure B-9. In the

liquid metal fast breeder reactor LMFBR system, U238 is converted to
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p 239 This plutonium acts as a fuel similar to the U235 used in the
U

light water reactor. Hence the liquid metal fast breeder reactor system

has the virtue of greatly increasing the energy utilization obtainable

from uranimn ore. This causes a large decrease in the amount of material

that needs to be harvested. For example, the accidents associated with

harvesting fuel for the LMFBR system range between 1.6 and 5.0 person

days lost per year. These numbers are two orders of magnitude smaller

than those shown in Figure B-7 for the light water reactor system. An-

other reduction in accidents takes place during the upgrading of fuel

step for the LMFBR. This step is characterized by a i00 person days

lost annually. The complete fuel cycle for the liquid metal fast breeder

reactor estimates an upper limit of approximately 180 person days lost

per year annually. This is in contrast to approximately 800 person

days lost annually with the light water reactor system. Hence the LMFBR

represents a considerable improvement in "routine" accident rate over

that available with the light water reactor.

The disease rates of both systems are essentially identical.

It should be noted that the impact of catastrophic accidents with the

liquid metal fast breeder reactor may be considerable more severe than

that associated with th(. light water reactor.

The routine annual health effects associated with a i000

megawatt electrical high temperature gas reactor electrical power

system are shown in Figure B-10. The overall fuel cycle person days

lost per year due to disease for the system is similar to that of the

light water reactor shown in Figure B-7. However, the overall death

and accidents associated with the high temperature gas reactor are

decreased somewhat with respect to those associated with the light

water reactor. The person days lost due to accidents have been

decreased from approximately 900 to approximately 550. The deaths

have been decreased from a maximum of 0.5 deaths per year to a value

of approximately 0.3 deaths per year. The estimates of effects from

the HTGR and LMFBR systems a_e more speculative than for LWRs since

there is less operating experience.
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